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CHAPTER 12
Principles of Bank Liquidity

Management

The banking system in both the US and Western Europe was on the brink
of collapse in September and October 2008, in the wake of the Lehman

bankruptcy. Government intervention using taxpayer funds, which in many
countries extended to a blanket guarantee of banks’ complete liabilities,
prevented this collapse from taking place. In the aftermath of the crisis,
national regulators and the BIS circulated consultative papers and recom-
mendations that addressed new requirements on bank capital, liquidity and
risk management. The UK FSA was perhaps most demanding; its Policy
Statement 09/16, which was issued in October 2009, outlined measures on
capital treatment, liquidity requirements and stress testing that implied a
fundamental change in the bank business model going forward.1 Many
of the elements of this change in regulatory requirements were not new,
however, but rather a turning of the clock back to earlier times, when
conservative principles in liquidity management were actually quite
common practice. The crisis of 2007 and 2008 was as much a crisis of bank
liquidity as it was of capital erosion, and the events of that period restated
the importance of efficient liquidity management in banking.

In this and the next three chapters we discuss the ‘‘water of life’’ of
banking: liquidity management. The recommended practices described in
this chapter should not be followed because they are required by the national
regulator or by the BIS, but because they are essential for any bank that
wishes to continue in business on a sustained basis over the business cycle.
In other words, sensible banking demands this practice; that regulators
have to enforce it by fiat demonstrates the extent to which poor bank

1 The UK government announced shortly after it was elected in May 2010 that the
banking supervision role was to be handed back to the BoE, and that the role of
the FSA would be subsumed within the bank.
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management exists in countries around the world. The central tenet of the
principles of banking is that of liquidity risk management; therefore,
by definition it should be part of the strategy of every bank to be able to
survive a liquidity crisis. Liquidity management is the most important risk
management function in banking, at the individual bank level and at the
aggregate industry level. Failure to survive a liquidity crisis is a failure of
management.

This chapter introduces and defines the concept of liquidity risk. It then
covers the principles of sound liquidity management, before looking in
detail at the elements of a bank liquidity policy statement, including
(i) the liquid asset buffer, (ii) central bank funding facilities and (iii) the
contingency funding plan.

This is a long chapter, but worth persevering with as it is perhaps the
most important chapter in the book.

BANK L I QU I D I TY

A search of ‘‘bank liquidity’’ on Google undertaken when writing this
chapter returned ‘‘about 8,160,000 results’’ in 0.24 seconds. The first line
of the first website on the list offered the following:

Liquidity for a bank means the ability to meet its financial
obligations as they come due. Bank lending finances investments in
relatively illiquid assets, but it funds its loans with mostly short-
term liabilities. Thus one of the main challenges to a bank is
ensuring its own liquidity under all reasonable conditions.2

This definition is accurate and sufficient for our purposes, although we
preferred Wikipedia’s definition, which stated,

In banking, liquidity is the ability to meet obligations when they
become due.

In other words, maintenance of liquidity at all times is the paramount
order of the day in banking. As we saw in Chapter 1, the business of
banking itself creates maturity mismatches between assets and liabilities,
and hence liquidity risk. In fact, to undertake banking is to assume a

2 The website was www.wfhummel.cnchost.com and the link was http://
wfhummel.cnchost.com/bankliquidity.html, found during a Google search
undertaken one night in September 2010.

590 The Principles of Banking
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continuous ability to roll over funding, otherwise banks would never
originate long-dated illiquid assets such as residential mortgages or project
finance loans. As it is never safe to assume anything, banks need to set in
place an infrastructure and management capability to ensure that liquidity is
always available, to cover for all times when market conditions deteriorate.
Because banks are so important to the economy’s health, central banks
operate as ‘‘lenders of last resort’’ to come to the aid of a bank that finds
itself in liquidity difficulties. However, a bank that has to resort to the
central bank for funding has failed, and this is a failure of its management.

In this section we provide some historical background to the nature of
liquidity riskmanagement, and amore in-depth definition of what it involves.

E l emen t s o f L i q u i d i t y R i s k Managemen t
The importance of liquidity risk management is such that it must be
addressed at the highest level of a bank’s management, which is the Board
of Directors. The Board will delegate this responsibility to a management
operating committee, usually the ALCO, but it is the Board that owns
liquidity policy. If it does not own it, then it is not following business
best-practice. Given this, it is important that the Board understands every
aspect of liquidity risk management. We suggest that this covers the
following strands, all of which are covered in Part III of this book:

& definition of liquidity risk;
& the role of liquidity risk management;
& board responsibilities;
& liquidity strategy, policy and processes;
& regulatory requirements and reporting obligations;
& funding strategy and policy;
& liquidity risk tolerance;
& institution-specific and market-wide stress scenarios, and stress testing;
& forecasting funding cash flows over different time horizons;
& the liquidity buffer;
& intra-group and cross-border group lending;
& liquidity contingency funding plan and stress testing;
& the link between liquidity and capital adequacy;
& the benefits of robust business intelligence.

In other words, liquidity management is devised and dictated from
the highest level, and influences every aspect of the bank’s business
strategy and operating model. The UK FSA identified the following

Principles of Bank Liquidity Management 591
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failures in bank liquidity management during the lead-up to the 2007–
2009 financial crisis:

& an inconsistent approach to qualitative and quantitative reporting,
across different firms, to senior management and to the regulator;

& an excessive reliance on short-term wholesale funding and the securiti-
sation market, to the detriment of more stable funding sources such as
retail deposits;

& funding long-dated illiquid assets with short-term wholesale liabilities;
& for the branches and subsidiaries of overseas banks, an excessive

reliance on parental support for funds;
& the lack of a sufficiently diverse funding base; excessive reliance on only

one or two sources of liabilities, with no alternatives available in a stress
situation;

& the running down, or complete abolition, of a pool of genuinely liquid
assets that would have remained liquid, and providing a pool of funding,
during the inter-bank liquidity crisis.

To these we would add the following:

& organisational models and processes inadequate to cope with crisis
events;

& poor and ineffective tools for controlling liquidity risk, not fully
implemented into banks’ internal processes.

The primary lesson to be learned from the financial crisis was that
banks needed to return to their roots and manage liquidity risk on a more
conservative basis, along the lines that they would have done in the past.
An assumption by management that inter-bank liquidity will always be
available is the first step towards generating funding difficulties for itself
during a period of market or economic downturn.

Liquidity crises are endemic in banking and finance. That is why it is
essential to maintain liquidity principles throughout the economic cycle, a
discipline that may break down during a bull market or a period of cheap
and plentiful cash availability. An excellent paper by John Boyd and Mark
Gertler, published in 1994, highlights the lessons learned from the US
banking crisis of 1980–1982. The authors’ findings and recommendations
remain current, and this paper should be required reading for all bank
senior management today.3

3 Boyd, J.H. and Gertler, M., ‘‘The Role of Large Banks in the Recent U.S.
Banking Crisis’’, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly Review,
Winter 1994, Volume 18, No. 1.

592 The Principles of Banking
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Among the conclusions from Boyd and Gertler were that the larger,
more systemically important banks were ultimately responsible for the
performance of the overall industry, and contributed disproportionately to
aggregate loan losses. This they ascribed to two factors: (i) deregulation and
financial innovation leading to increased overall competition in the banking
industry; and (ii) the regulatory environment, which had the indirect effect
of subsidising risk taking by larger banks. The second factor arises from the
existence of ‘‘too-big-to-fail’’ banks, a term that the authors employ. Both
factors were in place during 2002–2007. It is worth quoting directly from
the paper, because all of the observations could be made about the later
crisis; we comment on the authors’ remarks with reference to the events of
2007–2008:

. . . rationale behind too-big-to-fail was that . . . the failure of a
large bank could be contagious. It could greatly disturb the rest
of the financial system and cause severe consequences for the entire
US economy. But this well-intentioned policy had an unfortunate
side effect: it unduly subsidized risk-taking by large banks. (Boyd
and Gertler 1994; p. 2)

The actions of US Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan in
assisting the market in the 10 years leading to 2007, and which became
known as the ‘‘Greenspan Put’’, contributed to a subconscious belief that
the larger banks could not be allowed to fail, and so indirectly led to
ever-larger risk taking during a period of cheap liquidity.

Most striking are the rise in the share [of bank assets] allocated to
loans and the fall in shares allocated to [liquid] securities and to
cash and reserves. The drop in the latter reflects mainly a sequence
of reductions in reserve requirements . . . The increased access to
short-term money [markets] permitted banks to reduce precautionary
holdings of securities. (Boyd and Gertler 1994; p. 3).

Precisely this same pattern of behaviour was repeated in the period
leading up to the 2007–2009 crisis.

Judged by a variety of criteria, the composition of bank liabilities
appears to have become riskier . . . the increased use of managed
liabilities relative to deposits . . . In contrast to deposits, which are
relatively immobile in the short run, managed liabilities are highly
interest elastic. The increased use of managed liabilities – and of
money market instruments in particular – has had a number of
important effects. One obvious effect is downward pressure on

Principles of Bank Liquidity Management 593
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banks’ net interest margins . . . Another effect is a rise in the
interest rate sensitivity of bank liabilities . . . With the efficiency
gains of the money market came the cost of increased exposure to
liquidity risk. (Boyd and Gertler 1994; p. 3).

Again, this remains an accurate description of what happened at the
last crisis. As well as higher liquidity risk, lower NII often leads to banks
looking at higher risk business to maintain return on capital ratios:

The relative use of core deposits (checkable and savings and time
deposits) shrinks with size, while the relative use of money market
instruments increases. About 85 percent of small bank liabilities are
core deposits. Conversely, money market instruments constitute
roughly 42 percent of large bank liabilities and 54 percent of
money center bank liabilities. Further, the money centre banks
obtain more than half of their purchased funds from abroad.

An implication of the differences in liability structure is that
larger banks have smaller net interest margins . . . In addition
to holding riskier asset portfolios and employing greater use of
money market instruments, larger banks have lower capital/
assets ratios. (Boyd and Gertler 1994; p. 5).

During 2002–2007 the increased use of non-core funds was not
restricted to the large banks, but it is notable that the use of such liabilities
rose during the bull market. Failed banks such as Northern Rock embarked
on an aggressive expansion strategy that relied heavily on the use of
non-core deposits.

The too-big-to-fail policy contributed by subsidizing risk-taking
and thereby increasing the vulnerability of the banking system to
these disturbances . . . With large banks as with the savings and
loans, the key issue is whether the portfolio structure these financial
firms adopted was distorted by regulatory bias . . . It is hard to
believe that the portfolio structure of very large banks (for
example, heavy investment in LDC [less-developed countries] and
commercial real-estate lending, in conjunction with thin capital/
assets ratios) could be explained simply by scale economies. (Boyd
and Gertler 1994; p. 8).

If we substitute US sub-prime mortgages for LDC loans above, those
same words published in 1994 would apply to any analysis of 2007–2008.
For example, for the UK failed bank HBOS, poor quality commercial

594 The Principles of Banking
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real-estate lending was the principal factor in its demise, and which required
the nationalisation of Lloyds TSB Bank (which had taken over HBOS a few
months previously).

Boyd and Gertler welcomed the 1988 Basel Accord, which instituted
minimum regulatory capital rules for banks worldwide, just as policymakers
in 2010 welcomed the Basel III rules. They suggested that the Basel rules
confronted what they saw as the main risk factor: the implicit subsidy to
risk taking by large banks. They state:

. . . an important way the subsidy has played out has been that
large banks have held less capital than they might have otherwise.
(Boyd and Gertler 1994; p. 9).

They conclude:

. . . the main stress on the system has not been the raw number of
failures; rather it has been the poor performance of large banks.
(Boyd and Gertler 1994; p. 9).

These last two quotes would not be out of place in an analysis of the
2008 banking crisis. The liquidity crisis was, in many respects, history
repeating itself. It is clear that liquidity management and risk taking remain
areas of bank risk management that must be addressed throughout the
business cycle. So far, they have not been. We have cited this paper in detail
here for two reasons. First, to highlight that liquidity crises are not new, that
similar crises have occurred in the past, often because of the same causal
factors, and will occur again; and second, to note that banks that do not
learn the lessons of history will be at high risk of repeating the same
mistakes as the failed banks of previous crises.

Pr i nc i p l e s o f Bank i n g : L i q u i d i t y Adequacy
The lesson learned from all bank liquidity crises, of which the most recent
one in 2007–2008 was the most noteworthy, is that the majority of banks
do not adhere to sound principles of liquidity management during a bull
market, when funds are readily available. Many firms cease maintaining an
adequate liquidity buffer, and thus encounter difficulties when faced with
a firm-specific and/or market-wide liquidity shock. The subsidiaries of
foreign-based banks often have trouble obtaining funds from parent groups.
In line with the thinking of the UK FSA, we believe that a bank’s liquidity
policy should be based on: (i) an adequate reserve of liquidity at all times;
and (ii) in principle, the ability to be self-sufficient in funding. These can be

Principles of Bank Liquidity Management 595
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taken to be part of the principles of banking. The key point to emphasise is
that it is the responsibility of the bank itself, and thereby its Board and
senior management, to undertake effective liquidity risk management, and
not that of the regulator. A bank’s management should incorporate sound
liquidity principles into its own objectives and performance measurement,
rather than wait to obtain direction from the regulator. Liquidity management
is to the benefit of the bank’s shareholders and stakeholders.

In principle, every bank should aim to achieve self-sufficiency in funding.
For some banks, particularly the overseas branches and subsidiaries of
banks headquartered elsewhere, this may not be possible; for others, the
particular business model being employed may not permit it. However,
funding self-sufficiency should always be the overriding goal of a bank,
because that is the only way that a bank can be certain of surviving a
liquidity crisis. Where self-sufficiency is not possible, the liquidity policy in
place must incorporate a funding strategy that emphasises diversity on
funding sources and an adequate liquidity contingency plan.

The UK FSA’s Policy Statement 09/16 states that:

UK banks are expected to be able to stand alone, and therefore
should normally monitor and manage their own liquidity separately
from the liquidity of other institutions in the group. (page 21)

Applying this principle will help to maintain confidence in the banking
system. Adopting a robust liquidity management policy will reduce the
probability of a bank’s failure in the event of market disruption or a specific
firm bankruptcy. The rest of this chapter looks at the principles of sound
liquidity management.

SUSTA INABL E BANK ING : N IN E PR INC I P L ES OF
BANK L I QU I D I TY R I SK MANAGEMENT

At a conference hosted by the UK FSA on 9 October 2009, there was
considerable attention given to the model of liquidity management
practised at HSBC plc. Given that HSBC did not suffer a liquidity crisis in
2007–2008, observers took a close interest in the HSBC model, which is
inherently conservative in nature, and on what lessons could be learned
from it for banking in general.

In truth, a closer look at HSBC’s approach to liquidity management
and asset generation shows that it is neither unique nor proprietary to the
bank. For instance, it is virtually identical to the model followed at
Standard Chartered Bank, BNP Paribas and Santander, among others. The

596 The Principles of Banking
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‘‘HSBC model’’ would have been the norm, rather than the exception,
among banks at the turn of the 21st century. In a period of excess cheap
liquidity and rising markets, the basic tenets of the approach were applied
by fewer and fewer banks, to the extent that by the time of the 2007–2008
financial crash they were no longer seen as a necessary ingredient of prudent
bank risk management.

Nevertheless, these principles represent basic essential management
standards of banking, and are not a specific response to the events of 2007–
2008. They should be considered as the benchmark for general principles of
banking liquidity management. Depending on their specific business model
and appetite for liquidity risk, individual banks may relax some of the rules
we describe here and run a higher risk funding and asset origination
strategy, and this is the judgement call of senior management. There is
scope for considerable variation, and a number of endogenous and
exogenous factors will drive the final approach selected. However, we
expect that more banks will re-adopt the more onerous aspects of these
basic principles as they return to a more conservative business model, either
though choice or because the requirements of the national banking
regulator insist upon a more robust approach to liquidity risk management.

This section considers the most important principles of what should be
taken to be the cornerstone of banking and liquidity management.

(1) Fund illiquid assets with core customer deposits Students of banking
history will know that this was a founding principle of the original modern
banks. In hindsight, this looks an eminently sensible guideline, but during
the bull market build-up of 2001–2007 it was not applied universally.
A good example of this was at Northern Rock plc, which built an asset
book that far exceeded its retail deposit base in size; this pattern was
observed with many banks in the US and Western Europe. It is not difficult
to ascertain the logic behind this principle: core customer deposits are
generally more stable than wholesale funds and also at lower risk of
withdrawal in the event of a downturn in economic conditions (an apparent
paradox is that they may actually increase as customers seek to deleverage
and also hold off committing to cash-rich expenditure). Therefore, funding
illiquid assets with core customer deposits means a bank is less likely to
experience a funding problem during an economic downturn or a period of
liquidity stress. It is prudent banking practice.

(2) Where core customer deposits are not available, use long-term wholesale
funding sources This follows on naturally from the first principle. Where
there is insufficient core deposits available, and banks resort to the wholesale
funding market, they should ensure that only long-dated wholesale funds

Principles of Bank Liquidity Management 597
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are used to fund illiquid assets. Generally, ‘‘long-dated’’ means over one year
in maturity, although of course the appropriate tenor to source is a function
of the maturity of the asset. This approach reduces rollover liquidity risk in
the event that a funding stress period occurs.

(3) No over-reliance on wholesale funding. Run a sensible term structure
wherever wholesale funding is used: more of it should be in long-term
tenors (> 1 year) than in the short term This follows on from the primary
dictum of not building up the asset base using wholesale funds unless
absolutely necessary. Where recourse is made to wholesale funds, as much
of this should be in the long term as possible, so as to minimise exposure
to frequent short-term rollover risk of wholesale funds. A ‘‘sensible’’
term structure is harder to define; in an earlier book the author suggested
that no more than 20%–30% of the balance sheet should be funded in the
short term (less than 3-month) tenor. In a tongue-in-cheek borrowing of
options traders’ expression for volatility, the ‘‘ALM smile’’ was the term we
used then (see Figure 12.1) to refer to a liability structure that matched as
closely as possible to the asset structure, with only a minority of funding
maintained in the shorter term.4

In a conventional positive-sloping yield curve environment, terming out
one’s funding will, all else being equal, result in lower profits for a bank.
However, simply running a funding gap of very short-term liabilities against
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FIGURE 12.1 The asset–liability management ‘‘smile’’.

4 The book we refer to is the author’s Bank Asset and Liability Management (John
Wiley & Sons 2007). ‘‘ALM smile’’ is the author’s own term for it, we haven’t
come across it in any other literature. But a smile profile in funding is evidence of
a sensible funding strategy.
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long-dated assets is an effortless, non-value-added way for a bank to make
money; this explains why an ALM smile was not very much in evidence
among many banks during the period 2002–2008, and why much funding
was concentrated at the short-end, with catastrophic results during the
market panic that set in after the Lehman bankruptcy.

(4) Maintain ‘‘liquidity buffers’’ of instantly liquid assets, to cater for both
firm-specific and market-wide stresses For UK banks this principle is no
longer an option, as the regulator stipulated in its Policy Statement 09/16
published in October 2009 that it is a formal requirement. However, before
2007 it was very common, if not universal, for banks to hold some of their
assets in the form of liquid risk-free government bonds. The issue arose when
the definition of what constituted ‘‘liquid’’ began to be relaxed.

Traditionally a bank’s capital was always invested in such securities or
in shorter-dated government bills, but beyond this it was accepted good
practice for banks to have a proportion of their balance sheet assets in the
form of sovereign securities. As these generate the lowest return, many
banks’ liquidity portfolios began to be extended to agency bonds, local
authority bonds, bank CDs and FRNs, and corporate bonds. For the UK
FSA to make it a requirement under law demonstrates the extent to which
the original practice fell into disuse.

It is evident that banks reduced their holdings of government bonds so
they could deploy more of their funds in higher paying risky assets. But the
logic of holding a liquidity buffer is irrefutable: in periods of stress or
illiquidity, government bonds are the only assets that remain liquid.5 As
such, if need be they can be sold to release liquidity. Even hitherto highly
liquid assets such as high-rated bank CDs and short-dated MTNs became
illiquid virtually overnight in the immediate aftermath of the Lehman
collapse in 2008. This demonstrates that the liquidity buffer should be
comprised of sovereign risk-free securities only.

We note, however, that both the Basel Committee and many country
regulators extend their definition of liquid securities to other classes
of assets. This is unfortunate. Our belief remains that if not all, then a
significant portion of the liquidity buffer must be restricted to G7 sovereign
bonds and/or the sovereign securities of one’s home country only.

5 The author’s personal experience during October 2008 confirmed that even
high-quality bank CDs and FRNs could not be considered truly liquid, because
the Treasury desk he managed at the time could not repo or sell its holdings of
these assets. An anecdote from a friend at another bank suggested a similar
experience: this person’s Treasury desk could not sell or repo a AA-rated bank
CD that had three days left to maturity! The secondary market in highly rated
CDs dried up completely during this period.
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(5) Establish a liquidity contingency plan A well-managed liquidity
operation recognises that bank funding should be sourced from multiple
origins, and that ‘‘concentration risk’’ should be avoided both in any
specific sector and to any one lender. However, even without excess
concentration, at any time particular sectors or lenders may become
unavailable, for either exogenous or endogenous reasons.

Given this risk, banks needs to have contingencies to fall back onwhenever
particular sources of funding dry up. This may include applying for and setting
up facilities at the central bank, or establishing relationships with particular
sectors that, for reasons of cost or convenience, the bank does not customarily
access. The contingency plan needs to be tested regularly and kept updated.

(6) Know what central bank facilities the bank can assess and test access to
them This follows logically from the requirement to have a contingency
funding plan in place. Once a bank has established borrowing facilities at
its central bank, it needs to be aware exactly how they function and what
the requirements to access them are, so that if necessary it can benefit from
them without delay.

(7) Be aware of all the bank’s exposures (here we are referring to the
liability side, not the credit side). For example, sponsoring an ABCP conduit
creates a reputational, rather than contractual, obligation to provide
funding. Therefore be aware of reputational obligations, especially
if it means the bank has to lend its name to another entity This is fairly
straightforward to understand, but in a bull market when credit spreads are
tight it is frequently forgotten. Banks may desire the fee-based income, at
favourable capital levels, that comes with sponsoring a third-party entity or
providing a line of liquidity, but in a stress situation one has to assume that
the line will be drawn on. Is the bank prepared to take on this additional
liquidity risk exposure to an entity that it might not normally, in a bear
market, wish to lend funds to?

(8) Liquidity risk is not a single metric. It is an array of metrics, and a bank
must calculate them all in order to obtain the most accurate picture of its
liquidity. This is especially true for multinational banks and/or banks with
multiple business lines Many banks, particularly the smaller banks with
little or no cross-border and/or multi-entity business, often rely on just a
handful of liquidity indicators, such as the loan-to-deposit ratio and the
liquidity gap ratio. Given that bank ALM is more art than science, it is vital
that banks use a range of liquidity measures, so as to enable as full a picture
of their liquidity position to be obtained as possible. This is essential for
accurate risk estimation and forecasting. We address the different metrics
required in Chapter 13.
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(9) The internal funding pricing (‘‘transfer pricing’’) framework must be set
correctly and adequately An artificial internal lending rate to the bank’s
business lines often results in inappropriate business decision-making, as
well as the reporting of artificial profits, and this was a factor behind the
growth in risky assets on bank balance sheets during the period leading to
the US sub-prime crisis. A robust and disciplined internal funding policy,
also known as a ‘‘transfer pricing policy’’ or ‘‘term liquidity premium’’
(TLP) policy, is an essential part of a sound liquidity strategy. We address
this issue in Chapter 15.

(10) The liquidity risk management framework is ‘‘owned’’ by the Group
Management Board. Policy is centralised The bank should formalise its
liquidity and funding policy, and ensure that it applies throughout the
group. This is not an issue for a bank that operates in one country, but once
subsidiaries and overseas entities are set up, it is imperative that they
all follow the same policy, procedures, and risk tolerances. Individual
exceptions must be authorised by the Group Board in advance. That
liquidity policy is owned by the Board recognises the importance attached
to it, as the Board is ultimately responsible for the continued successful
funding of the bank throughout all market conditions.

The above are essential basic tenets of sustainable banking practice. The
business of banking is, if nothing else, the business of managing the gap
between assets and liabilities (‘‘maturity transformation’’). In the history of
banking, banks have never matched their asset maturity with their funding
liability maturity. But it is the management of this gap risk that should
be the primary concern of all banks. The above basic principles represent
business best-practice, evolved over centuries of modern banking, in
mitigating gap risk.

There are a number of additional principles that banks may also
consider, depending on their individual risk appetite. Certain banks’
management will feel that they are unnecessarily restrictive, or inhibitors
of a desired target RoE level. Ideally, however, these principles would be
followed by all banks; this would make the financial services industry
much safer and better able to withstand economic downturns. These
additional principles are as follows:

All legal entities and geographies are required to be ‘‘stand-alone’’ with
regard to liquidity and funding; and liquidity contingency plans are required
for all legal entities and geographies For banking groups that operate
across country borders and via subsidiary legal entities, a reliance on
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the parent for funding creates a liquidity risk that is harder for the head
office to manage. This is recognised by many regulators, who impose limits
on lending across country borders or across different legal entities in the
same group. Additionally, the local branch or subsidiary will be most
familiar with the local market conditions; if it is self-sufficient in funding it
is less likely that the head office will be surprised by a liquidity crisis and a
demand for extra funds.

Similarly, each entity in the group across country borders should
implement its own modified version of the bank’s contingency funding
plan, adapted to suit local conditions and requirements.

These principles follow from another core principle that is at the heart
of traditional banking: that a bank creates its deposit base and raises funds
(ideally retail customer deposits) before it starts lending. This requires, by
definition, that overseas entities are self-sufficient in funding and not reliant
on the head office for liabilities.

Maintain a high proportion of stable customer funding Banks should
maintain a significant share of their customer funds in the form of
‘‘sticky’’ deposits. The UK regulator makes a distinction between ‘‘Type
A’’ depositors, typically financial institutions, governments and local
authorities, and ‘‘Type B’’ depositors such as retail customers, small
businesses and clients of over 3 years standing. Type A deposits are
deemed to have a higher than average likelihood of withdrawal in a
stressed environment, and so are deemed less sticky.

Be aware of the liquidity of your collateral under stressed as well as normal
conditions Collateral acceptable in a healthy economic environment
may be less so in stressed circumstances. A bank should be aware of how
collateral quality changes with changes in conditions. An equally important
aspect of liquidity management is funding of collateral. Derivatives
transactions in the inter-bank market are collateralised on a daily basis,
usually with cash but sometimes risk-free sovereign assets. A bank that
funds its collateral obligations in the overnight money market must monitor
the funding risk exposure that this represents, if short-term money markets
become illiquid or otherwise disconnected.

L I QU I D I TY R I SK MANAGEMENT :
THE UN I T ED K INGDOM REGULATOR ’S V I EW

In the aftermath of the financial crisis the UK Financial Services Authority
published Consultative Paper 08/22 and Consultative Paper 08/24 in
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2008, the recommended requirements of which were formalised in its
Policy Statement 09/16. These publications have set a standard for bank
liquidity management that is expected to be mirrored, in part if not whole,
in other jurisdictions around the world. In many respects the requirements
in the FSA Policy Statement are more onerous than those required in the
document on liquidity risk published later (in December 2010) by the Basel
Committee. As such they hint at a return to another facet of the basic bank
business model, concentrated on the liabilities side of the balance sheet.
In essence, the FSA recognised that the crisis of 2007 and 2008 was as
much a liquidity crisis as a capital erosion crisis, and acted to mitigate this
risk going forward. However, very little of the new FSA requirements is
completely new to banking itself; rather, they are merely a reiteration of
what was standard practice in commercial banking in previous decades.

L i q u i d i t y Managemen t : T he FSA Mode l
The basic tenets of the FSA proposals are grounded in market logic.
Their content is expected to become business best-practice in due course,
but irrespective of the regulatory jurisdiction that a bank functions in,
the tenets of the FSA regime represent a sound approach to sustainable
liquidity management, and the author recommends that bank boards and
senior management incorporate them into their operating model. The
FSA incorporates its approach into an ‘‘individual liquidity adequacy
assessment’’ (ILAA) process, undertaken at each bank. Applying this on
a general basis, the logic is that a bank conducts a liquidity adequacy
assessment of its business, and takes action accordingly should the results
suggest an element of unacceptable liquidity risk exposure.

In the first instance a bank must define its liquidity risk appetite in
explicit terms. This should confirm the extent to which it can withstand
liquidity stresses without having to access any central bank lender-of-last-
resort (LoLR) facilities. These stresses should cover, but not be limited to:

& a firm-specific stress;
& a sector-specific stress;
& a market-wide stress;

and combinations of the above. The liquidity assessment should be carried
out by the bank on at least an annual basis, if not more frequently. It should
also be updated whenever there is any change made to the bank’s strategy,
operating model or product/geographic base, or whenever any new demand
is placed on its liquidity resources. The liquidity assessment should be sent
to the bank’s regulator, as a liquidity report, irrespective of whether the
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regulatory demands it specifically. This is good business practice. It should
also, as a matter of course, be sent to the Board.

Liquidity Assessment Report: the UK FSA Format

A bank that is required to conduct a regular liquidity assessment for
its regulator, such as the ILAA required by the UK FSA, will receive
direction on the format of the report from the regulator. We provide here a
description of the ILAA report template that is required by the FSA, but
which would be expected to be similar in content to the liquidity assessment
required in other jurisdictions. In the UK the ILAA forms part of a bank’s
ongoing liquidity risk management process.

Liquidity Report Format
Summary A description of the liquidity assessment review process and the
results. This would include a summary of the governance structure in place
at the bank, the suite of liquidity reporting provided to senior management,
and a description of the stress testing undertaken on liquidity exposure.
Specifically, the ILAA asks for:

& the objective of the report;
& a summary of the bank’s financials, including balance sheet strength

and forecast profit and loss statements;
& the composition and amount of liquidity that the bank holds under

‘‘business as usual’’ (BAU) circumstances, and how this changes under a
set of specified stress scenarios;

& description of the bank’s liquidity risk management governance,
process and methodologies;

& a summary of the bank’s liquidity risk appetite and limits;
& description of expected liquidity risks, and the mitigating action the

bank would take against them.

We now look at these sections in greater detail.

Financial and Liquidity Position This section presents the bank’s current
financial position and its business model, and any forecast or expected
changes in either. The description of the business model will include the
market that the bank operates in, its current and projected business lines
and competitive position. The current liquidity position of the bank is
contained in the liquidity risk profile (LRP) report. The LRP forms part of
the ILAA submission.
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The bank will also present here a summary of the liquid assets that form
part of its sources of liquidity. The full list of each asset (government bond,
etc.) would be detailed in an Appendix to the report.

Liquidity Adequacy This section provides a summary of the bank’s
liquidity stress testing results. The implication of the results for the bank’s
liquidity position, and the mitigating actions that the bank will take to
address this, is also presented here. The FSA prescribes the main types of
stress scenarios to be tested, and the bank will drill down into greater detail
for specific stresses relevant to its market.

The liquidity risk position will cover the following:

& a formal statement articulating the firm’s liquidity risk appetite, and
why this appetite is appropriate to the firm and its business model;

& the list of liquidity risk metrics used and the limits set against each
metric, as well as how these limits may differ under stressed conditions
compared to BAU conditions;

& the bank’s analysis of how its liquidity position changes under three
prescribed liquidity stress tests that the FSA set out in its CP08/22
document. Stress testing is recommended business best-practice for all
banks, and while jurisdictions will differ in the detail of testing, taking
the FSA papers as an example banks must implement the following
stress tests:
1. A name-specific shock

– unforeseen name-specific shock
– the market perceives the firm to be potentially insolvent in the
short term

– long-term impact: severity of multi-notch a downgrade in credit
rating

2. Market-wide dislocation
– unforeseen short-term market-wide dislocation that gradually
evolves into a long-term market-wide liquidity stress

– widespread concerns on the solvency of the financial sector
– uncertainty of value of financial assets
– certain asset classes remain illiquid for a long period

3. Combination of (1) and (2).

The FSA stress test main risk drivers are described later in this chapter.
Each stress test result will be reported in the ILAA, together with an

assessment of whether the bank’s liquidity remains within its risk appetite.
If the result is negative with respect to acceptable risk appetite, it then needs
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to be accompanied by a description of the mitigating action that the bank
will take to return the bank to acceptable liquidity parameters.

Funding Diversification Under FSA (as well as many other jurisdictions’)
requirements, a bank must follow a flexible funding strategy. This means a
funding approach that reduces liquidity risk because it relies on a diversified
group of funding sources. The ILAA submission includes therefore a
description of how the various liquidity stresses impact the diversification
of funding sources; that is, which sources are more volatile and vulnerable
to being lost or withdrawn. A bank should describe the extent to which its
funding sources are diversified according to:

& the type of funding product;
& the currency;
& the counterparties;
& its liability term structure;
& the availability of the markets it operates in as a source of funds in a

stress scenario. This assessment should take into account the extent to
which sources may disappear as a result of a deterioration in the firm’s
own position, such as a downgrade in credit rating, as well as a closure
of the market itself.

Use of the ILAA in the Firm Liquidity risk appetite is part of the culture
of a bank, and will necessarily differ across each one. Reflecting this fact,
the ILAA submission also includes a section describing the extent to which
liquidity risk management is embedded within the bank. In other words,
the act of compiling the ILAA is not meant to be merely bureaucratic
form-filling, but rather a process that reflects, and feeds into, the liquidity
risk management process at the firm.

Impact of the UK FSA Approach to Liquidity

In its consultative papers of 2008 and policy statement of 2009, the UK
FSA summarised its belief on the approach to liquidity risk regulation as
follows:

& increased number of gap (‘‘mismatch’’) limits and increased supervisory
oversight;

& increased international cooperation between regulators;
& increased bank liquidity reporting obligations and their frequency;
& revoking or reducing certain behavioural adjustments that were

previously allowed; for example, intra-group committed liquidity
facilities no longer count as automatic funding self-sufficiency;
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& other behavioural adjustments reviewed on a case-by-case basis; for
example, the treatment of the ‘‘stickiness’’ of deposits;

& a requirement to hold buffers of truly liquid assets (discussed elsewhere
in this chapter);

& a requirement to increase the average tenor of funding, and to diversify
the sources of funds.

The main implication of these requirements is increased cost and, all
else being equal, a lower RoE. Other implications for this new business
model include:

& greater level of senior management and board governance and
responsibility;

& an improved liquidity risk management capability (including better use
of stress testing and improved contingency funding plans);

& a decreased reliance on short-term wholesale funding;
& greater incentive for a bank to attract retail time deposits, and longer

term wholesale deposits;
& higher amount and quality of liquid asset stocks (including a higher

proportion held in government bonds): this is the Liquid Asset Buffer;
& in theory, a reduced expansion of bank lending during favourable

economic times. This impact may be as a result of more conservative
liquidity requirements, but is more naturally expected to follow as a result
of the need to follow ‘‘countercyclical capital’’ and ‘‘macroprudential
regulation’’ rules, which are included in the Basel III provision. This is
discussed in Chapter 17.

The main implication for banks is an increased likelihood of their
surviving a liquidity stress event. Another aspect of the new bank model,
required by regulators, is more in-depth and realistic stress testing. This
subject is reviewed in more detail in Chapter 14.

The responsibility for formulating the stress tests, ensuring that they
are carried out robustly and at required frequency, and reporting the
results to the Board, lies with the Chief Risk Officer. Under business
best-practice culture, this person will report direct to a non-executive
director on the Board.

L i q u i d i t y R i s k Dr i v ers : A Regu l a t or ’ s Approach
The FSA prescribes the liquidity stress tests that firms must report in the
ILAA submission, although the precise stress scenarios will differ across
banks. The stress tests themselves are described below.
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Wholesale Funding Risk

A bank will have its own definition of what constitutes its ‘‘wholesale’’
funding liabilities, which are generally defined as funds raised from
non-customer business. Some banks include banks with whom they are
deemed to have a client relationship, so-called ‘‘correspondent banks’’, as
customers and thus include their deposits in the loan-to-deposit ratio. This is a
matter for the regulatory authority to approve. In any case, for liquidity risk
management purposes each bank will need to determine the behavioural
characteristics of its wholesale liabilities, and then ascertain how this
behaviour would be expected to change under the three main stress
scenarios (see above) outlined by the FSA. Bank risk managers should note the
following:

& money market funds raised via CD and CP, and capital markets funds
raised via MTN issuance, are the most volatile and most likely to
disappear in the event of firm- or market-wide stress. These funding
sources may even dry up completely;

& wholesale deposits from lenders that are required to adhere to strict
credit rating guidelines will be most sensitive to changes in the
bank’s credit rating; if a bank is downgraded below the required
minimum, then the funds will be withdrawn overnight. Thus a
bank’s cash funding position is at risk of so-called ‘‘downgrade
triggers’’, when a downgrading in credit rating below a specified
minimum results in an outflow of deposits. Cash-rich institutions
that generally observe ratings-led deposit guidelines include local
authorities, government agencies, central banks, money market funds
and insurance companies;

& depositors with whom no customer relationship exists are particularly
prone to being ‘‘rate sensitive’’, and will also be volatile if the bank’s
deposit rates fall below the competition;

& deposits from large corporates that possess sophisticated Treasury
functions are likely to be more volatile than those from smaller
corporates and/or more passive Treasury functions;

& secured funding, such as repo, is among the most resilient in
stressed conditions, and for some banks may well be the only source
of funds available in a crisis. However, the ability of a bank to
continue using repo to fund its balance sheet is highly dependent
on the quality of collateral it can supply, and to a lesser extent
whether the repo is bilateral or tri-party. Sub-investment grade and
structured finance collateral may become difficult to repo in a
stressed environment.
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Intra-group Funding Risk

In its PS09/16 document the UK FSA stressed the requirement of funding
self-sufficiency. All UK-regulated firms were henceforth required, in
principle at least, to demonstrate that they were self-sufficient in funds and
not reliant on a parent entity to supply liquidity. In other words, the FSA
wished to ensure that the UK banking system did not import a funding crisis
that arose in another jurisdiction. Irrespective of whether this is a regulatory
requirement or not, the principle of self-sufficiency is an essential ingredient
of sustainable banking, and worth following in its own right.

For subsidiary entities, their liquidity strength must reflect the extent of
their reliance on funds from the Group head office, and the form of any
restrictions that may apply, under any condition, which would prevent
them from obtaining Group funds.

Intra-day Liquidity Risk

To assess intra-day liquidity risk a bank will report its net collateral
requirement, for cash and derivative exposures, and hence its expected
transaction volumes across payment systems. For stress testing purposes
the bank would estimate how this amount would change under the
various stress scenarios, and the possibility that payments due to it
from counterparties may be withheld.

Another part of this risk driver is the bank’s credit policy and the
process by which it extends intra-day credit to customers that are not
members of a payment system. The liquidity risk that arises from such
customers not honouring funds payable also needs to be estimated.

Cross-currency Liquidity Risk

This is the same risk driver as mainstream liquidity risk, except that the firm
would quantify its funding exposure for each currency that it deals in, split
into tenor buckets. In the stress test the bank would estimate how much of
the funds’ inflow and outflow would be affected in each stress scenario, and
how shortfalls in each currency would be covered. This is significant risk for
a bank because, unlike funding shortfalls in the home currency, it may not
have access to the central bank of the country in whose currency it is
suffering a shortage. In the ILAA submission a bank would:

& quantify this risk under stressed scenarios;
& list the financial instruments that it would use to raise funds in the

foreign currency;
& name the main counterparties that provide funding in these currencies.
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The FX funding exposure should be reported separatedly in liquidity MI.

Retail Funding Risk

Perhaps the most important source of funds for most banks, retail
funding would form a significant part of a bank’s liquidity reporting. As
with wholesale liabilities, a bank will provide its own definition of retail
funds, and determine their behavioural characteristics, under BAU
and stressed conditions. In general, retail funds are more resilient than
wholesale funds.

The FSA requires that the ILAA submission categorises retail
liabilities by (i) value, (ii) maturity, (iii) estimated speed of outflow, (iv)
product type and (v) the interest rate applied, as well as any other
factor that the bank deems relevant. The following generalisations are
worth observing:

& depositors with whom the bank does not maintain some sort of long-
standing ‘‘relationship’’ are likely to be more volatile than those with
whom such a relationship does exist;

& internet banking, and internet depositors, are likely to be the least
resilient of any form of retail funds;

& in any country jurisdiction, where the level of a deposit is within that
regime’s deposit protection scheme it is more likely to remain with the
bank than a deposit that is above the protection level;

& instant access and cheque account deposits are likely to be as resilient as
term deposits and notice accounts during a stressed period.

Retail funding behavioural characteristics should be observable using
statistics on the level and speed of withdrawal of funds.

Off-balance Sheet Liquidity Risk

While categorised as ‘‘off-balance sheet’’, funding liabilities arising out of
derivative transactions can create significant liquidity risk for a bank during
a market crisis. In assessing its off-balance sheet liquidity risk, a bank
should identify all the derivative, contingent and undrawn commitment
transactions that create a current or potential funding need for it, and then
estimate how this funding requirement would change under the various
stress scenarios. These include:

& proprietary derivative trade positions;
& contingent liabilities;
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& commitments given to customers that are not drawn down, including
liquidity lines and back-up lines of credit;

& letters of guarantee;
& liquidity facilities supporting conduits, asset-backed conduits and

securitisation programmes.

Derivative positions are particular risk areas, as the mark-to-market
on these positions may suffer markedly in a stressed environment,
generating higher collateral requirements for the bank. Undrawn
commitments and liquidity lines are more likely to be utilised by
customers during a market crisis; hence, the bank’s liquidity position
will deteriorate accordingly. The purpose of stress tests is to provide an
estimate of this deterioration.

Franchise Viability Liquidity Risk

In a crisis situation it might be expected that a bank, suffering from its own
liquidity stresses, will withdraw liquidity lines and other forms of loan
support for customers. At a more stressed level, it may withhold obligations
that are already due. Such actions will have a severe impact on the bank’s
reputation and standing with customers and within the wider market.
The purpose of this stress test is to determine the extent to which a bank
can undertake such action without significantly damaging customer
relationships. Ultimately, this is a qualitative judgement call.

Marketable Asset Risk

This issue feeds into the requirement for a bank to hold a liquid assets
buffer of truly liquid assets. The risk exposure under consideration, and
which needs to be stress tested, is the extent to which other assets that are
liquid under BAU conditions become illiquid in a stressed environment.
Lower rated corporate bonds and structured finance securities are good
examples of this. In an extreme environment, as experienced during the
last quarter of 2008, even more liquid assets, such as investment-grade-
rated bank CDs and FRNs, may become illiquid. Hence, the liquidity
risk position of a bank should include the extent to which its liquid
assets remain liquid during the various stress scenarios. The bank should
quantify:

& the likelihood that a bank can realise its tradeable assets;
& the likelihood of using its tradeable assets as collateral in repo;
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& the losses arising in a forced sale scenario of now illiquid assets;
& the impact of all of the above on the bank’s business and market

position.

Non-marketable Asset Risk

This risk driver combines liquidity risk with credit risk. A bank should
estimate the impact of a stressed liquidity environment on its non-
tradeable assets, including the expected rise in non-payment of interest
and loan default. Customers would also be expected to exercise any
repayment options that are built into the loan terms, so the bank should
quantify the increase in such an exercise that would occur.

THE BANK L I QU I D I TY POL I CY STATEMENT

The approach to liquidity risk management at a bank will vary depending
on how conservative its liquidity policy is. A bank will be more or less risk
averse than other banks, including those in its immediate peer group, in its
tolerance to market and credit risk as well as liquidity risk. As such it will
apply the basic principles of liquidity discussed in the previous section with
more or less enthusiasm, depending on its particular business model and
liquidity risk appetite. Irrespective of an individual bank’s specific
approach to liquidity risk, it is important that this is documented formally
in a liquidity policy. This is a policy statement of the bank’s ‘‘high-level
principles and concepts that provide the framework for liquidity risk
measurement, management and control within the bank’’.

The liquidity policy statement is designed to be a regularly updated,
go-to-working document, as well as part of the bank’s governance
structure. We provide two templates for a standard policy statement on
the Wiley website (see Chapter 19 for details), the first for a small- to
medium-sized commercial bank and the second for a larger banking
group that operates across multiple jurisdictions. Either would serve as a
first-cut and reasonably robust framework for liquidity and funding
governance, and so may be adopted by any bank for its own purposes,
and modified accordingly as required. In other words, the liquidity policy
templates in this book are designed to be standard frameworks that are
adaptable for use at most banks. The value-added element of any policy,
of course, is the section that details specific tolerances to risk and specific
responses to particular market situations. This part of the policy
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statement is unique to each bank. We provide an example of this part of
the policy statement later in this chapter.

L i q u i d i t y Po l i c y S t a t emen t
We quote directly from page 1 of our own template framework statement
(the one designed for a medium-sized commercial bank). This defines
liquidity as:

. . . the ability to ensure that the bank will always be able to
maintain or generate sufficient cash resources to meet its payment
obligations in full as they fall due, on acceptable terms, under all
market conditions.

This definition should be adopted at all banks. Formally, the objectives
of the liquidity policy are to:

& set out the bank’s policy for measuring, monitoring and managing
liquidity risk;

& set out how the bank governs its tolerance or appetite for liquidity
risk;

& set out arrangements for the approval and review of liquidity policies
and procedures;

& document the bank’s policy for pricing liquidity risk; this includes
setting a logical and appropriate internal funding policy (known
variously as internal funds pricing, transfer pricing or term liquidity
premium);

& document the bank’s policy for managing intra-day liquidity risk;
& document the bank’s policy for managing the liquidity risk related to

collateral cash flows;
& if applicable, document the relationship of the bank to the group of

which it is a part and the impact of this relationship on liquidity risk
management;

& set out the bank’s policy regarding the diversity required in sources of
funds and the policy regarding the bank’s access to various markets
where such funds are applied;

& document the stress testing to be applied to the liquidity position of
the bank;

& document the bank’s contingency funding plan and policies regarding
the timing, responsibility and extent of its use.
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The author’s stylised depiction of this is shown at Figure 12.2.
The policy statement should be owned at board level, but disseminated

and understood at dealing level. It is important that the statement provides
an accurate and accessible picture of the bank’s view of liquidity
risk, as well as its appetite for liquidity risk. Risk appetite is described
in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The former is prescribed
by means of liquidity metrics and hardwired limits. As we note in our
policy template:

In defining the bank’s appetite for liquidity risk, the bank considers
regulatory requirements, internal constraints, external factors and
its key stakeholders’ liquidity management objectives.

The key stakeholders have been identified as:

& shareholders
& regulators
& management.

Stakeholders may also include customers, employees, the central bank
and other persons or entities.

The organisation chart governing the risk management process, which
is extracted from the liquidity policy, is shown at Figure 12.3.

Readers are encouraged to review the framework policy statement
included as part of this book’s supplementary material, available on the

Liquidity risk definition

Sources of liquidity risk

Objectives
Governance principles
Organisational structure
Decision-making processes

Short-term liquidity Structural liquidity Reporting Stress testing Contingency plan

Management
principles

Measurement and
management

Operative limits/
Liquidity buffer

Management
principles

Measurement and
management

Structural limits

Annual funding plan
process

Internal funding pricing
policy

Liquid assets buffer

Decision-making &
communication process

Early warning
indicators

Trigger events and
process

FIGURE 12.2 Liquidity policy structure.
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Wiley website, which is supplied as a template in MSWord format. We also
include a summary of the statement in PowerPoint format.

L i q u i d i t y Po l i c y S t andards
Policy statements are often augmented by policy standards, which may
be used to keep the statement up-to-date; for example, with new or
modified liquidity metric limits.6 The rationale behind the liquidity
policy statement is to describe in explicit terms how the bank’s liquidity
and funding policy should be applied. In other words, it is a lower level
working document, whose primary objective is to set the framework to
ensure that the bank’s funding arrangements enable all the bank’s assets
to be funded through to asset maturity. The policy standard may be
composed as follows:

Objective

& To ensure that liquidity stress for the bank is maintained within a
manageable range to ensure continuous liquidity;

& To ensure that funding arrangements are maintained to enable assets to
be funded through to maturity;

ExCo

ALCO

Treasury

Finance

Risk

Bank Board
   Ultimate responsibility for liquidity management
    Responsible for definition of risk appetite 

ALCO chaired by: Finance Director
    Responsible for structural liquidity management
    Responsible for operational liquidity management

Responsible: CRO
    Provides independent oversight of liquidity risk management
    Carries out stress testing

Responsible: Head of Treasury
    Carries out day-to-day operational liquidity management

Responsible: Head of Finance
    Carries out reporting and limit-monitoring for regulatory and
     management purposes

Board of
Directors

FIGURE 12.3 Liquidity policy statement: risk management governance structure.

6 The metrics may be changed exogenously; for example, by regulatory authority
fiat. Liquidity metrics are considered in Chapter 13.
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& To ensure that the bank operates to all required liquidity limits of the
national regulator;7

& To identify explicitly, via the bank’s internal funds pricing policy (or
‘‘Funds Transfer Pricing’’ policy), the cost of liquidity for the bank, and
to ensure that this cost is understood by the business lines and feeds
correctly into the bank’s asset origination process;

& To ensure that liquidity risk reporting is carried out to an acceptable
standard.

Risk appetite

& The bank’s approach to liquidity risk in qualitative terms is set out in
the liquidity policy statement;

& The bank’s approach to liquidity risk in quantitative terms is set out in
the section on target liquidity metrics;

& All assets originated at the bank must be able to be transformed into
liquid cash within [ ] days, or if not otherwise be (i) able to be funded
from a contingency source; (ii) securitised into an existing programme
at short notice; or (iii) eligible as collateral at the central bank;8

& Business-as-usual funding sources are limited to retail customer
deposits, corporate customer deposits, long-dated capital market funds,
and . . .

Target liquidity metrics

& Loan-to-deposit ratio of 100%;
& Liquidity gap for

– 1-week: [ ] million
– 1-month: [ ] million
– 3-month: [ ] million;

& Long-dated funding (defined as over 1-year funds) minimum of 25%;
& Undrawn commitments limit of [ ] million.

7 Note that this objective is implicitly accorded a lower priority, when viewed by
its position in the list, than the first objective of ensuring continuous liquidity.
This is not to deny its importance – maintenance of all regulatory requirements
is vital to ensure that the bank keeps its operating licence – but because simply
meeting regulator limits is in itself not sufficient, the bank should apply its own
sense and judgement to ensure that it can always source liquidity.

8 The target number of days is for individual bank appetite. A common figure is
90 days.
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Liquidity buffer

& The bank must hold a buffer of truly liquid assets that are
‘‘unencumbered’’ and funded with long-dated liabilities;

& The cost of the buffer will be passed to the business lines. The exact share
of each cost is a function of the amount of funding required and the extent
of the balance sheet liquidity stress that the business line creates.

The liquidity buffer or ‘‘liquid asset buffer’’ is discussed later in this chapter.

L i q u i d i t y Po l i c y S t a t emen t : B ank i n g Group
The definition of liquidity and the basic ingredients of liquidity risk manage-
ment are identical for all well-run banks. Additional items in a liquidity
policy statement adopted at a banking group will cover the requirements
necessary for operation in a multi-jurisdictional environment. We provide a
template for a group liquidity policy statement on the Wiley website; the
filename is “LiquidityPolicyStatement_BankGroup_Template.docx”.

The governance structure for a group entity presents problems in control
and monitoring. There is more than one way to organise it, but business
bestpractice favours a centralised Group Treasury, tasked with formulating
policy and implementing it throughout the group. Group Treasury also
undertakes the money market dealing and term funding issuance at the home
country location. Overseas subsidiaries and branches will have local Treasury
functions to undertake the local currency dealing and liquidity management.
For larger banking groups, it is useful to designate the main business centres as
‘‘Liquidity Hubs’’, which oversee and coordinate policy for their regional area.
For example, for a UK bank the London office would be the liquidity hub for
GBP and EUR, whereas its NewYork and Tokyo offices would be the hubs for
USD and JPY. For a MENA-based bank, its overseas offices may well be the
liquidity hubs for the major currencies USD, EUR and GBP.

The ALCO governance structure follows the regional arrangement of
the group’s Treasury desks, as we see in Figure 12.4.

The policy statement will describe the liquidity and funding policy for
the group, which would be followed at all its operating locations. Regional
variations are addressed at local ALCO level. The roles and responsibility of
the Group ALCO (‘‘GALCO’’) will include:

& liquidity risk policy
& group limits
& group liquidity buffer
& group funding plan
& pricing of liquidity risk
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& policy on internal funds pricing (‘‘Funds Transfer Pricing’’)
& collateral management
& stress testing
& group contingency funding plan
& group liquidity risk reporting.

The subsidiary legal entity ALCOs will have responsibility for the
same areas with respect to their local legal entity and balance sheet, in
line with Group policy.‘‘Liquidity hub’’ ALCOs will coordinate policy and
governance for their defined liquidity region. The policy statement will
describe the escalation procedure for liquidity problems from local money
market desks upwards to the GALCO level.

Table 12.1 sets out the responsibilities of the GALCO, subsidiary (local
entity) ALCOs and liquidity hub ALCOs.

POL I CY ON INTRA -GROUP L END ING

Intra-group lending (IGL) is a significant driver of liquidity risk exposure in
a banking group and it is important to address it, at group level, in the
liquidity policy statement. IGL policy must adhere to the regulatory

Group Treasury

Subsidiary

Branch

Local
entity

Liquidity
Hub

Group Board of Directors

Group ALCO

Local
entity

Local
entity

Local
entity

Subsidiary Liquidity
Hub

ALCO ALCO

FIGURE 12.4 Bank Group ALCO governance structure.
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requirements of all the jurisdictions that the bank operates in, and in
addition to this a bank must ensure that it puts in place adequate risk
management processes to monitor IGL activity. Lending that cuts across
legal entities within a group usually impacts a bank’s IGL limit, although
sometimes transactions across jurisdictions or country borders may also
impact the IGL limit.

The regulatory environment will differ according to the jurisdiction one
operates in. Among the UK FSA’s four statutory objectives is consumer
protection, which involves securing the appropriate degree of protection for
consumers. This influences its approach to monitoring and controlling IGL
exposure for UK banks. The FSA is focused on protecting UK depositors’
funds and limiting the maximum risk that a bank can enter into. This drives
various regulatory requirements, with the main one in relation to IGLs
being to limit concentration risk.

TABLE 12.1 Group organisation ALCO roles.

Roles and responsibilities

Group Asset & Liability

Management

Approving liquidity management framework and
liquidity policy for the Group

Committee (GALCO) Overseeing the implementation of balance sheet and
liquidity management across the Group
Monitoring and managing liquidity risk against limits set
by the regulator and CRO
Setting and reviewing liquidity management targets for
each Subsidiary and Liquidity Hub in accordance with
Group limits

Subsidiary ALCOs Ensure compliance with Group Treasury standards and
local regulatory requirements
Oversee local Asset and Liability Management risks, and
monitor the liquidity and funding positions in line with
Group risk appetite
Act as subject matter experts on local regulations and
market developments
Highlight any cross-border constraints and local liquidity
needs

Liquidity Hub ALCOs Undertake a coordination role between regional legal
entity ALCOs
Ensure that Group Treasury policy standards are
understood, implemented and embedded globally and
locally
Provide regional summaries to GALCO
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Background
By definition, an IGL is a limit that is recorded to cover any credit
equivalent exposure that arises between two connected counterparties and
across legal entities within a banking group. A ‘‘connected counterparty’’ is
usually an entity in which the group owns or controls a significant share of
the equity voting rights, or in which it has significant influence. IGLs cover a
number of different exposures, including (but not limited to):

& funding;
& overdrafts;
& operational facilities;
& guarantees;
& letters of credit;
& derivatives.

IGLs do not cover capital items.
Different regulators will control IGLs by various different means.

The most common approach is for IGLs to be managed within the large
exposure framework. In the UK this imposes a limit of 25% of the
lending bank’s capital base on the aggregate amount of IGLs. So for a
bank capitalised at EUR 500 million, its aggregate group IGL limit
would be EUR 125 million. A bank can opt to create an ‘‘Integrated
Group’’ framework, in which all the entities in the IG can operate with
no limit on exposures and a risk-weighting of 0% applied. In essence,
all the members of an IG will operate as part of the same consolidated
legal entity. For UK banks, for inclusion within an integrated group the
entities must meet the following criteria:

& group employees have sufficient board representation to exercise
majority control;

& the entity is included within the scope of consolidation on a full basis
within the group;

& the nature of its business is eligible for inclusion within the integrated
group (that is, it is an institution, financial holding company, financial
institution, asset management company or ancillary services company
as defined by the UK FSA);

& it is subject to risk evaluation, measurement and control procedures as
determined by the group; and

& there is no current or foreseen material practical or legal impediment
to the prompt transfer of surplus capital resources or repayment of
liabilities when due from the counterparty to the firm.
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Connected counterparties that fail the above criteria are classified as
being in the non-integrated group (NIG) and exposures to them, in aggregate,
must remain within 25% of the relevant large-exposure capital base.

The tolerance to IGL activity differs among regulators, so within a
group it may depend on which entity within the group is exposed; in other
words, which entity in the group is generating the exposure. For example,
assume two legal entities within a banking group:

& Bank A, domiciled in Country A, regulated by Central Bank of A;
& Bank B, domiciled in Country B, regulated by Central Bank of B.

Assume further that the Country A regulator imposes a limit on IGL
capacity that is stricter than that imposed by the Country B regulator. In
this case, for business within this group, the impact on the bank overall, for
IGL limit purposes, differs whether Bank A is lending to Bank B or Bank B
is lending to Bank A.

Po l i c y and Governance
Given regulators’ strict approach to the size and extent of IGLs, it is
important for a bank to formulate a policy on IGLs, to include limit size
and monitoring procedures, into its liquidity policy statement.

Business best-practice requires that an intra-group exposure management
policy be articulated and published as part of the statement. This should
state that all business line requests for new IGLs must be authorised by:

& an executive member of the borrowing group company;
& Group Treasury and/or Group ALCO (if deemed necessary by the

Group Head of Treasury).

It is the responsibility of the originating business line to seek
pre-approval for obtaining these authorities ahead of any transaction
being written, and for maintaining effective control mechanisms to
ensure approved limits are not exceeded.

The above policy must be written into the banking group’s liquidity
policy statement.

THE L I QU I D ASSET BUF F ER

If one reviewed a bank balance sheet during the 1950s, and indeed in many
cases in the 1990s, it would have been common practice to observe that on
the asset side there would be a portfolio of government bonds and bills. That
this practice fell into disuse reflects the flawed thinking of the first decade of
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the 21st century, that market liquidity could be taken for granted and bank
‘‘liquidity’’ portfolios could be held in the form of higher yielding bank
bonds (MTNs and FRNs) and corporate bonds rather than government
bonds. This would have been attractive from the return on funding point of
view, as sovereign debt carries a lower yield than bank debt.

However, one of the clearest lessons of the 2008 financial crisis, in the
wake of the Lehman bankruptcy, was that many types of asset considered
hitherto to be liquid, such as investment-grade-rated bank FRNs and bank
CDs, were not in fact truly liquid; during the last quarter of 2008 many
banks found they could not sell or repo such assets. The lesson learned was
that a bank’s ‘‘liquidity portfolio’’ needed to be truly liquid, and capable of
being used to generate liquidity under all market conditions. It should be
composed of assets that other banks and cash lenders would accept as
collateral in a financial crisis, which suggests only sovereign names. An
added benefit of holding only government bonds, both at individual bank
and aggregate industry level, is that it forces firms to develop their liquidity
risk management ability and run a tighter ship, so to speak, with respect to
their liquidity policy. This is because regulators will insist on a higher liquid
asset buffer (LAB; also known as a ‘‘liquid buffer’’ or a ‘‘liquidity buffer’’),
as a proportion of total assets, for those firms with structural liquidity
problems or following a poor liquidity policy. In other words, the more
liquidity risk a bank runs, the larger its LAB should be. As the LAB delivers
zero or negligible positive return, firms will want it to be as small as
possible; this argues for a sound liquidity regime in the first place.

One idea that we must debunk right now is that a conservative approach
to setting and sizing a liquidity buffer is only paramount for the large money-
centre or ‘‘systemically important’’ banks. This is dangerous nonsense.
Ultimately, every bank has the possibility of being systemically important to
the system; would Northern Rock plc have been defined as systemically
important prior to 2007? Even if the failure of a small bank does not lead to
stress for the wider market, if it has to be bailed out by the taxpayer – like
Dunfermline Building Society was in 2008 – then that is undesirable, and
so every bank must take the objectives of the LAB very seriously.9

The UK FSA defined, on page 45 of its Policy Statement 09/16, a
liquidity portfolio or LAB to be one composed essentially of high-quality
government bonds. It also stated:

Our final policy will require all [UK-regulated] firms to maintain a
stock of high-quality government bonds, central bank reserves and
bonds issued by multi-lateral development banks.

9 See Chapter 18 for further discussion on the failure of these two firms.
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Under FSA PS 09/16 then, an LAB is mandatory for all UK-regulated
banks at all times. The logic of maintaining an LAB is irresistible though,
and we would recommend that it be standard practice for all banks,
irrespective of the particular business model they follow and irrespective of
their operating jurisdiction, because of the obvious risk mitigation impact of
maintaining such a portfolio. Because sovereign bonds pay less than other
securities, the implication of this change is clear: all else being equal, a
bank’s RoE will be lower.

A bank should take the basic operating model for its LAB as follows:

& all regulated bank entities are required to hold buffers of liquid
assets;

& a LAB comprised of high-quality sovereign and supranational assets
will retain both value and liquidity in a stressed environment (the
evidence from 2008 is compelling: during October and November that
year, the only assets that remained liquid, and acceptable for repo,
were G7 sovereign securities. Bank CDs, FRNs, corporate bonds and
AAA-rated structured finance securities all became illiquid and/or were
no longer acceptable as inter-bank collateral);

& the Central Bank eligibility of the LAB asset is irrelevant, on the basis
that in a crisis such eligibility may be extended to illiquid assets, for
political reasons. In the UK the FSA has specified which types of asset
are eligible for the LAB;

& in theory the LAB cannot be funded in repo, but must be funded by
long-term (at least greater than 90-day tenor, and ideally greater than
1-year) funds including retail and wholesale funds. This is to ensure
that the bonds can act as a true buffer of liquidity, able to be sold or
repo’d if funding availability becomes stressed for the bank;

& the LAB book should be managed as a dedicated portfolio within
Treasury, or as an ALCO book. That is, it should be ring-fenced from
the rest of the bank’s asset portfolio.

The proportion of a bank’s balance sheet that should be devoted to the
LAB is a function of a number of factors, including the composition of its
funding and the structural limitations in its ability to raise liabilities. The bank’s
regulator will also consider the quality of the firm’s riskmanagement, as well as
the implications of its stress testing and scenario analysis. A bank Treasury and
ALCO should be mindful of two metrics when assessing stress testing results:
the funds outflow that arises during (i) a two-week firm-specific and/or
market-wide liquidity crisis situation; and (ii) a 3-month market-wide stress
scenario. The LAB should be of sufficient size and quality to ensure that the
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bank survives at least beyond these two time periods.10 We can see therefore
that the size and relative balance sheet share of the LABwill differ by firm.

A requirement of the FSA, and again of sound logic such that it deserves
to be adopted in every jurisdiction, is that the LAB be demonstrably liquid.
In other words, a bank should use the LAB to generate liquidity, by either
selling or repo-ing some of it from time to time. This has three benefits: it
demonstrates that the LAB is liquid, it removes the risk that the market will
perceive the firm is in any liquidity stress whenever it is selling assets out of
the LAB because this will be a routine activity, and it ensures familiarity
with the operational processes involved.

EXAMPLE 12 .1 GU I D E L I N ES FROM THE
COMMITT E E O F EUROPEAN BANK ING
SUPERV I SORS

The Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS; now the
European Banking Authority (EBA)) published its Guidelines on
Liquidity Buffers and Survival Periods on 9 December 2009. We
reproduce with permission its key guidelines here, which should be
adopted as general principles by all banks.

Certain detailed practice may differ from what CEBS has
recommended; for example, the author believes that the suggestion
on Guideline 3, that the survival period be ‘‘at least one month’’ is
insufficiently rigorous, and that this should be at least three months.
We also feel that bank ALCOs should apply a stricter regime than
what is implied in Guideline 4. However, as basic principles they
should be observed at all banks. The key guidelines are as follows:

Guideline 1 – A liquidity buffer represents available liquidity,
covering the additional need for liquidity that may arise over a defined
short period of time under stress conditions.

Guideline 2 – Institutions should apply three types of stress
scenarios: idiosyncratic, market specific, and a combination of the
two. The core of the idiosyncratic stress should assume no rollover of
unsecured wholesale funding and some outflows of retail deposits.
The market-wide stress should assume a decline in the liquidity value
of some assets and deterioration in funding-market conditions.

Guideline 3 – A survival period of at least one month should be
applied to determine the overall size of the liquidity buffer under the
chosen stress scenarios. Within this period, a shorter time horizon of

10 Referred to as the ‘‘survival period’’ for the bank.
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at least one week should also be considered to reflect the need for a
higher degree of confidence over the very short term.

Guideline 4 – The liquidity buffer should be composed of cash
and core assets that are both central bank eligible and highly liquid in
private markets. For the longer end of the buffer, a broader set of
liquid assets might be appropriate, subject to the bank demonstrating
the ability to generate liquidity from them under stress within the
specified period of time.

Guideline 5 – Credit institutions need to manage their stocks of
liquid assets to ensure, to the maximum extent possible, that they
will be available in times of stress. They should avoid holding large
concentrations of particular assets, and there should be no legal,
regulatory, or operational impediments to using these assets.

Guideline 6 – The location and size of liquidity buffers within a
banking group should adequately reflect [sic] the structure and activities
of the group in order to minimise the effects of possible legal, regulatory
or operational impediments to using the assets in the buffer.

EXAMPLE 12 .2 DE F I N I NG ‘ ‘ L I QU I D ’ ’

Generally, an asset is considered to be liquid if it can be converted into
cash easily and immediately, with no loss of value as a result of its sale.
Of course, the level of liquidity changes with market conditions. It is
a matter of observable historical record that the only assets that
maintain liquidity under any and all market conditions are high-quality
sovereign bonds. But given that the liquidity of other types of assets
changes according to market conditions, banks should estimate the
level of liquidity pertaining at any time, an assessment that will help
them determine the level of liquidity of their non-government assets.

The following proxy measures are used to estimate the level of
liquidity in a market at any one time:

& bid–offer spread: a wider spread indicates lower liquidity;
& the observed theoretical price error: the difference between the

market yield on a bond and its theoretical yield implied by the
zero-coupon yield curve or the (CDS) term structure;

& the ratio of repo margin on structured finance securities (ABSs)
over the yield spread of the ABS securities themselves.

(continued )
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Other proxy measures are available. The following features
indicate ease of maintaining liquidity in a stressed environment:

& number of market-makers: a small number of market-makers
increases the risk of market manipulation as well as the chance
that there will be no buyers in a falling market;

& size and depth of the particular asset class: a deep market is more
likely to stay liquid in a stressed environment than a market that
features small issue sizes, low trading volumes and turnover, and
small transaction sizes;

& low market concentration: a diverse population of buyers and
sellers is likely to assist in the maintenance of liquidity for any
particular asset class.

Numerous studies have been undertaken on measuring market
liquidity, and bankers should familiarise themselves with the
academic literature.11

11 Worthwhile references in this field include Amihud and Mendelson (1986),
Fleming (2001), Fleming and Remonola (1999), and Fleming and Sarkar (1999).
The author humbly adds his four published papers on the subject, see Choudhry
(2009a), (2009b), (2010) and (2011).

EXAMPLE 12 .3 L I QU I D I TY VALUE OF L I AB I L I T I E S

Banks fund their balance sheet using a variety of liability types.
The liquidity value of each type is different, and in some cases the
behavioural aspect of a certain type of liability renders it a more
stable and long-term form of funding than would be implied by its
contractual maturity. For this reason, regulators review liquidity
management principles on both a contractual and behavioural basis.
When supplying liquidity metrics to the regulator, banks will include
historical analysis of certain types of liabilities such as retail current
accounts (checking accounts) that will seek to demonstrate “stickiness”.
Retail current accounts are the best example of this: they are
contractually payable on demand, so therefore of 1-day maturity as
liquidity, but observation of their behaviour reveals that typically
customers maintain large stable balances in such accounts over a long
time period. Therefore it is in order to treat a proportion of the amount
of such liabilities as term funding (the exact amount and tenor is a
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Compos i t i o n and S i z e o f LAB
It is self-evident that the liquid buffer should be comprised of cash and very
liquid assets. If the latter, these must be able to be sold or repo’d easily in
stressed situations, and be of the kind that will not be impacted by large
downward valuations akin to a ‘‘fire sale’’. They must also be credit
risk-free, and not correlated in performance terms with the banking sector.
However, opinions differ as to what constitutes truly ‘‘liquid’’ securities.
The experience of the last quarter of 2008 suggests that in an extreme stress
situation only high-quality sovereign securities remain liquid; however,
most regulators will allow other types of securities into a LAB. The guideline
from CEBS has suggested a pool of assets ‘‘that are both central bank eligible

function of the what the historical statistical behaviour of the accounts
demonstrate).

On this basis it is apparent that some forms of liabilities have
greater term liquidity value for a bank than others. At one end of the
scale are retail current accounts; at the other are short-term unsecured
wholesale liabilities, sourced in the inter-bank market, which have
much more volatile characteristics in stressed market conditions and
therefore are less valuable for liquidity management purposes.

Table 12.2 illustrates the author’s hierarchy of value of
different types of liability. It suggests that a bank should seek to
maximise funding based on higher liquidity value liabilities, and
minimise its reliance on wholesale inter-bank funding. This is a
business best-practice principle of liquidity risk management.

TABLE 12.2 Liabilities value as liquidity.

Retail current accounts
Retail deposit accounts
Corporate cash flow accounts / call accounts
Retail savings accounts
Retail fixed term deposits
Private bank deposits
Corporate savings accounts
Corporate fixed term deposits
Private-placement MTNs
Wholesale market fixed term deposits
Money market term funding (CD/CP)
Money market deposits / inter-bank deposits
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and highly liquid in private markets’’. We suggest that it is not
conservative enough to include the central bank eligibility criteria, unless
these are criteria that are in place during a benign market environment;
in the aftermath of the post-Lehman crisis, central banks relaxed their
eligibility rules to include pools of quite illiquid assets. CEBS has recognised
this, as it also states that ‘‘reference to central bank eligibility . . . excludes
emergency facilities that may be offered by central banks in stressed times’’.12

The UK FSA rules stipulate that the LAB must be of sufficient quality to
ensure liquidity during a 14-day and 90-day period of stressed markets
(and funding cash outflow). However, the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (BCBS) stipulates a less stringent 30-day stress period. As a driver
of LAB composition, it can be argued though that the 90-day requirement can
be met with assets other than sovereign bonds, such as agency securities and
covered bonds. This is debateable. We recommend that the LAB must
be composed of cash and high-quality sovereign assets and nothing else,
because one can never know how severe, and long-lasting, a future liquidity
crisis will be. Others will have a different opinion. If anything other
than sovereign bonds are held in the LAB, consideration must be given to
diversifying the portfolio, an issue that does not arise with government
bonds. This is because a concentrated portfolio of (say) corporate bonds may
give rise to further illiquidity stresses for the bank if an attempt is made to
liquidate it quickly. One thing that it would be true to say is that a market-
wide liquidity or funding crisis can be expected to last longer than 30 days.

A banking group entity that operates across multiple jurisdictions will
need to establish multiple LABs, in observation of the principle of funding
self-sufficiency for all overseas subsidiaries. Thus, overseas arms of a
banking group, which will conduct business in the local currency, will need
to maintain a LAB of bonds denominated in that currency. This is especially
important because during a crisis individual country authorities may impose
restrictions on the movement of foreign currency and liquidity across
borders, so it is crucial that the local subsidiary of a bank maintains
liquidity reserves to cover all its risk in the local jurisdiction.

Because many eligible bonds held in a LAB would pay lower than Libor,
in other words a sub-Libor rate when held as an asset swap, banks may be
inclined to hold longer dated bonds, funded with shorter dated liabilities,
and thus generate a positive funding carry so as not to lose money on
the portfolio. This assumes of course a positive-sloping yield curve
environment. By definition the LAB is designed to be an instantly liquid
book, so would not be accounted for in a hold-to-maturity (HTM) portfolio.
(Although there is a case to be made to the regulator that assets held

12 CEBS 2009.
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in an HTM book, and funded with long term liabilities (> 1-year), and which
are occasionally repo’d out for short periods, should be considered for the
LAB, provided they are of sufficient credit quality.) Being held in a trading
book, the LAB will be marked-to-market, and longer dated bonds will
generate significant interest-rate risk. This will need to be hedged. But in
many cases the LAB will be run at a net funding loss, particularly where the
term liabilities used to fund it are greater than 1-year in maturity. This can be
taken to be a cost of liquidity, and this cost would be borne by the bank’s
business lines.

In general, irrespective of the regulatory jurisdiction of a bank, the LAB
portfolio cannot be funded in repo. This would render the buffer pointless,
because its assets would not be ‘‘unencumbered, and not generate funds
when they were sold. The liquidity buffer must be funded using unsecured
funds, retail deposits or other funds, and these must be term funds.
The minimum term funding required will depend on the requirement of the
bank’s individual regulator; however, in principle the buffer should
be funded with liabilities of at least a 90-day maturity. In the UK the FSA
requires the large banks to fund the LAB with liabilities of at least
12-months maturity; in other words, with truly long-dated funds.

Secur i t i e s i n t he LAB
We have already suggested that a bank’s LAB should be composed of cash
and high-quality sovereign securities only. For a conventional commercial
bank that operates within its home country only, this suggests that the
LAB would hold its own government bonds only. As a bank expands into
business lines in other currencies, this suggests an expansion into other
country sovereign bonds. The UK FSA suggests that the LAB for most banks
in Western jurisdictions would be expected to be comprised of the following
(quoted from the FSA’s PS09/16):

Highly liquid, high-quality government debt instruments such as
gilts, plus bonds rated at least Aa3 issued by the countries of the
European Economic Area (EEA), Canada, Japan, Switzerland and
the United States; and

Reserves held with the Bank of England’s reserve scheme and
with the central banks of the U.S., the EEA, Switzerland, Canada
and Japan.

Bonds issued by designated multilateral development banks
including:

African Development Bank
Asian Development Bank
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Council of Europe Development Bank
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
European Investment Bank
Inter-American Development Bank
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Finance Corporation
Islamic Development Bank
Nordic Investment Bank

To this list we would add the sovereign bonds of other highly rated
government borrowers, such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

That the eligible list may be wide does not necessarily suggest that a
bank can hold any of the names on the list. The LAB should only consist of
assets that the firm has a ‘‘natural axe’’ in; that is, the bank operates in these
names and currencies in the normal course of business. So a domestic bank
with most or all of its operations in the home country would not be
expected to place foreign-currency sovereign assets in its LAB, whereas a
bank with multinational business lines may well do so.

In subsequent pronouncements the UK FSA has split the required compo-
sition of the LAB into two tiers of allowable securities. These are as follows:

Level 1: sovereign securities, as described previously;

Level 2: agency securities (such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac);
corporate bonds rated AA–/Aa3; covered bonds.

Level 2 securities can comprise a maximum 40% of the total size of the
LAB, and will attract a 15% haircut. It remains to be seen if this relaxation
of the rules will help to preserve a liquid market during a crisis.

The remaining question that arises is whether a reverse repo position
should be considered as eligible for inclusion in the LAB. In other
words, the bank does not own the asset outright but has repo’d it in. This is
generally acceptable to regulators provided that:

& the asset is otherwise unencumbered;
& legal title is transferred for the time of the repo (which is the case if

it is traded under the GMRA);
& the asset is of acceptable credit quality.

We should note however that certain bank internal Treasury policies do
not allow reverse repos to count in the LAB, so one should question whether
doing so is business best-practice.
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Ca l cu l a t i n g LAB Por t f o l i o S i z e
The size of the liquidity buffer is a key point. The exact proportion of a
bank’s balance sheet that has to be held as a LAB is a function of the type of
institution it is and the structure of its funding. For a vanilla commercial
bank in the UK, the basic FSA calculation methodology suggests that a
bank will have to hold the aggregate total of its 3-month funding base as a
liquid buffer. In other words, the more long-term funds a bank has, the
smaller its buffer can be. One example calculation stipulated by the FSA
on how much of a buffer a bank needs to hold is a function of how much
shorter dated (0–90 day) wholesale funding a bank has. The higher this
amount, the bigger the size of the LAB. In essence then, the LAB will be
a function of the bank’s 90-day stressed funding cash outflow value. To
reduce the size of the LAB therefore, a bank needs to put in place a greater
amount of long-term and/or retail liabilities. This is the key point.

Setting the Framework

Before calculating the adequate size for a LAB, it is necessary to define the
survival period. Most banks will have this dictated to them by the regulator;
we recommend two weeks and three months. Once that is set, banks will
need to ensure that their systems are able to produce cash-flow projections
of expected cash inflows and outflows, broken down by time bucket,
financial instrument and business lines. We provide a simple illustration
using an Excel spreadsheet later in this section. At the same time, the cash
flow projections need to be accompanied by a description of the alternative
funding sources, or ‘‘counterbalancing capacity’’, that are available to meet
needs suggested by the cash flow projection. This will include the LAB. It is
important that for each maturity time bucket where the cash flow projection
suggests a funding shortage, the bank has in place a contingency to cover
this shortfall.

Elsewhere in this chapter we discuss the need for a liquidity contin-
gency funding plan. The LAB is not part of this plan, or, if it is, it is the
first resort in the event of liquidity stress. The liquid buffer is the first
port of call for the bank’s counterbalancing capacity, and its use to raise
liquidity should not be viewed as a sign of serious stress for the bank.
The buffer exists to enable it to continue BAU operations during a time
of firm-specific or market-wide stress. Thus, we define it as the excess
liquidity available to a bank in the event of any kind of liquidity stress.
That is why its size is a function of a bank’s funding gap, under BAU as
well as stressed conditions, for a set minimum period of time (say, three
months).
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LAB Size Principles

Liquidity risk is both firm-specific and market-wide. Of course a bank that
runs a conservative liquidity regime has a greater chance of surviving both
idiosyncratic and market stresses, so ultimately every bank must set its
liquidity risk management to its own specific needs and business model.
The bank should ensure that all sources of liquidity risk are covered within
its risk management regime, including off-balance sheet commitments such
as derivative trade collateral requirements, and undrawn commitments such
as liquidity funding lines.

Stress tests results are a prime driver of the size of the LAB.13 As we
discuss elsewhere, this is of three types: firm-specific, market-wide and a com-
bination of both. The largest cash flow gap in the scenarios tested dictates
what the size of the LAB is. This would be the most conservative approach.

Included in the stress testing is the cash flow projection of the short and
long survival periods, which we recommend are set at two weeks and three
months. The size of the LAB is of course dictated by the long survival period;
however, the two values can assist in the decision as to which assets to place in
the LAB. The two-week survival period requirement number must be met by
either cash and/or the most liquid securities – those that can be turned into cash
within 1 day. The balance of the LAB requirement can, in theory at least, be
placed in securities that can be liquidatedwithin a slightly longer time period.

The analysis of cash inflow and outflow should be taken to a granular
level, so that when determining cash flows and counterbalancing capacity
a bank identifies contractual and behavioural flows, and applies a conserva-
tive assumption of liabilities behaviour when estimating its liquidity
position. When assessing retail liabilities, however, it is reasonable to use
the historical pattern of their behaviour; retail funds are generally much
more ‘‘sticky’’ than wholesale or corporate liabilities, and most regulators
allow banks to treat a percentage of such funds as being longer dated than
their actual contractual maturity.14

13 Stress testing was discussed in Chapter 11.
14 The best example of this concerns retail customer call, deposit and cheque

accounts, which have an instant access feature and so are contractually treated
as 1-day funds, but which are in practice longer dated funds because retail
customers tend to keep the balance in these accounts fairly stable over time. For
example, if a bank has observed that the amount of funds kept in retail call
accounts has stayed at (say) around EUR 500 million over the last five years,
with a withdrawal volatility of no more than 20% from year to year, there is a
case for treating 50% of these funds as 1-year funds, and the balance as 1-day
liabilities. Different regulators will have differing treatments allowable for such
funds.
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When assessing cash flows, the bank calculates the sum of expected
outflows and subtracts this from the sum of expected inflows, for each
maturity bucket. Where this is a negative number – a funding gap – this
amount needs to be covered by counterbalancing capacity. In the first
instance this can be funds available from other time periods, if longer dated,
or the LAB. A cumulative estimation of this number, up to the desired stress
period, is the first-cut minimum size of the LAB. All else being equal, we see
then that to minimise the size of the LAB one has to minimise the funding
gap at the short-end; that is, maximise the longer dated funding.

A bank should run two cash flow projections, the first under stable
BAU conditions and the second under stressed scenarios, which is used for
liquidity risk management purposes. What is important is that the counter-
balancing capacity be of sufficient size to enable the bank to continue as a
going concern throughout the stress period; in other words, the LAB does
not exist to enable the bank to survive during a period of stress, but to
continue undertaking business. This is a subtle, but important feature of the
point of maintaining a LAB. It is also another reason why using the LAB to
generate liquidity should not be viewed automatically as a negative sign or
crisis measure: the LAB exists to maintain liquidity access for a bank, so
using it thus is not a sign of a bank in trouble. Its size, however, must facili-
tate a bank having access to excess liquidity over and above a BAU scenario
over short-, medium- and long-term time periods.

Sample LAB Size Calculation

We illustrate the calculation of the required size of the liquidity buffer for a
hypothetical commercial bank operating in the UK jurisdiction.

Table 12.3 is the basic overview liquidity gap (or ‘‘mismatch’’) report
for the bank, showing all cash inflows and outflows broken down by
maturity bucket. The remaining tables in this section all draw their data
from the numbers in this report.

Table 12.4 is the wholesale funding report, showing the funding gap for
each day in the next three months. This is the period for which the UK FSA
requires banks to calculate a stressed cash outflow exercise in. Time buckets
in this report are all for one day only, because the point here is to show the
net mismatch per day. This is shown in the row ‘‘Net Mismatch per
Bucket’’; note that a positive number in this row indicates a funding
requirement. Also note that the ‘‘adjustments’’ row is zero, because the
bank has decided to ignore the current liquid assets buffer of FRNS and
corporate bonds for liquidity purposes.

Further down the table we see the value for Cumulative Mismatch. It is
the values in this row that drives the first element of the LAB calculation.
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TABLE 12.3 Bank liquidity gap report.

Sight 2–8 Days 9 Days – 1 Month 1–3 Months

Inflows
Corporate – Overdraft (31,915,364) 0 0 0
Corporate – Time Loan (7,192,493) (56,771,245) (94,580,406) (82,042,489)
Government – Overdraft (5,411) 0 0 0
Government – Time Loan 0 (9,021,603) 0 (763,887)
Inter-bank – Overdraft (88,714,071) 0 0 0
Inter-bank – Time Loan (376,808,549) (125,249,339) (62,096,675) (79,813,542)
Inter-bank – Repo 0 0 0 0
Inter-bank – Bonds,

FRNs and CDs
0 (7,000,000) (20,000,000) 0

Inter Group – Overdraft (12,247,148) 0 0 0
Inter Group – Time Loan (30,933,810) (220,620,674) (236,196,270) (182,348,632)
Retail – Overdraft (6,439,936) 0 0 0
Retail – Time Loan (1,712,304) (7,359,975) (2,139) (4,440,013)
Cash and Equivalents (2,044,099) 0 0 0
Provision on Loan 0 0 0 0
Fixed Assets 0 0 0 0
Fiscal Assets 0 0 0 0
TOTAL INFLOWS (558,013,186) (426,022,835) (412,875,489) (349,408,564)

Outflows Sight 2–8 Days 9 Days – 1 Month 1–3 Months
Corporate – Current Account 172,900,240 0 0 43,225,060
Corporate – Time Deposit 5,537,500 54,545,768 123,381,822 264,019,052
Goverment – Current Account 3,422,184 0 0 0
Government – Time Deposit 0 24,855,818 163,544,250 262,431,001
Inter-bank – Current Account 181,352,881 0 0 0
Inter-bank – Time Deposit 29,833,694 233,241,549 138,109,601 118,609,083
Inter-bank – Repo 0 0 0 0
Inter-Group – Current Account 41,616,377 0 0 0
Inter-Group – Time Deposit 193,536,183 231,246,688 319,337,144 318,936,671
Retail – Current Account 73,816,897 0 0 18,454,224
Retail – Time Deposit 7,042,496 149,575,530 93,059,664 380,487,353
Capital 0 0 0 0
Cash and Equivalents 432,703 0 0 0
Fiscal Liabilities 0 0 0 0
TOTAL OUTFLOWS 709,491,154 693,465,353 837,432,481 1,406,162,444

Behavioural Adjustments/Stress 401,516,652 (262,971,318) 324,650,603

Net Mismatch per Bucket 151,477,969 267,442,518 424,556,992 1,056,753,880

Adjustments Sight Sight – 8 Days Sight – 1 Month Sight – 3 Months
Bonds and FRNs,

Non-Gov, LT 6 mo
(127,353,464) (127,353,464) (127,353,464) (127,353,464)

Bonds and FRNs,
Non-Gov, LT 5 yr

(687,544,654) (687,544,654) (687,544,654) (687,544,654)

Bonds and FRNs,
Non-Gov, GT 5 yr

(34,903,114) (34,903,114) (34,903,114) (34,903,114)

Marketable Securities (CDs) (213,750,000) (213,750,000) (213,750,000) (213,750,000)
Repos 0 0 0 0
Undrawn Commitments 43,622,745 43,622,745 43,622,745 43,622,745
TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS (1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488)

Cumulative Mismatch Sight Sight - 8 Days Sight - 1 Month Sight – 3 Months

(868,450,519) (601,008,001) (176,451,009) 880,302,871

Liquidity Ratio 21.29% 14.74% 4.33% �21.59%
Behavioural Adjustments/Stress

Variance
�9.85% 0.00% 6.45% �7.96%

Internal Limit 0.00% 3.00% �3.00% 0.00%

Regulatory Limit 0.00% 0.00% �5.00% 0.00%
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3–6 Months
6 Months –
1 Year 1–3 Years 3–5 Years 5 Years and over Total

0 0 0 0 0 (31,915,364)
(37,516,809) (51,161,273) (629,899,791) (413,977,499) (528,524,834) (1,901,666,840)
0 0 0 0 0 (5,411)
(1,563,492) 0 (9,309,372) (36,507,391) (40,029,974) (97,195,719)
0 0 0 0 0 (88,714,071)
(26,606,882) (301,614) (3,352,965) 0 0 (674,229,566)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 (27,000,000)

0 0 0 0 0 (12,247,148)
(27,241,062) (6,008,483) (183,803) (85,485) 0 (703,618,218)
0 0 0 0 0 (6,439,936)
(1,365) (2,149,451) (22,193,332) (472,370) (1,213,271) (39,544,221)
0 0 0 0 0 (2,044,099)
0 0 0 0 67,109,678 67,109,678
0 0 0 0 (62,807,479) (62,807,479)
0 0 0 0 (8,538,945) (8,538,945)
(92,929,610) (59,620,821) (664,939,263) (451,042,745) (574,004,825) (3,588,857,339)

3–6 Months 6 Months – 1 Year 1–3 Years 3–5 Years 5 Years and over Total
0 0 0 0 0 216,125,300
27,328,802 682,297 0 0 0 475,495,242
0 0 0 0 0 3,422,184
12,719,064 15,689,450 1,121,667 0 0 480,361,250
0 0 0 0 0 181,352,881
88,486,924 0 0 0 0 608,280,851
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 41,616,377
78,671,707 12,208,430 0 0 0 1,153,936,824
0 0 0 0 0 92,271,122
136,161,861 49,080,569 2,005,951 0 0 817,413,424
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 432,703
0 0 0 0 7,526,197 7,526,197
343,368,359 77,660,747 3,127,618 0 7,526,197 4,078,234,353

93,937,391 (126,863) (97,875,693) (8,950,113) 450,180,659

250,438,748 18,039,926 (661,811,646) (451,042,745) (566,478,628) 489,377,014

Sight – 6 Months Sight – 1 Year Sight – 3 Years Sight – 5 Years Sight – 5 Years Total
(127,353,464) (127,353,464) (127,353,464) (127,353,464) (127,353,464) (1,146,181,178)

(687,544,654) (687,544,654) (687,544,654) (687,544,654) (687,544,654) (6,187,901,883)

(34,903,114) (34,903,114) (34,903,114) (34,903,114) (34,903,114) (314,128,030)

(213,750,000) (213,750,000) (213,750,000) (213,750,000) (213,750,000) (1,923,750,000)
0 0 0 0 0 0
43,622,745 43,622,745 43,622,745 43,622,745 43,622,745 392,604,702
(1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488) (1,019,928,488) (9,179,356,389)

Sight – 6 Months Sight – 1 Year Sight – 3 Years Sight – 5 Years Sight – 5 Years

1,130,741,620 1,148,781,546 486,969,900 35,927,155 (530,551,474)

�27.73% �28.17% �11.94% �0.88% 13.01%

�2.30% 0.00% 2.40% 0.00% 0.22%

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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We do not show the whole report here, because 90 columns would not fit on
the page; instead the truncated version that is Table 12.4 shows days
1–3 and then days 86–91. The maximum value in the Cumulative Mismatch
row is then fed through into the LAB calculation; we see that in this
example it is EUR 1,240,231,393, and this is shown in Figure 12.5.

Table 12.5 is the retail funding element of the LAB calculation. For
this element, the regulator recognises the ‘‘stickiness’’ of retail deposits, so
the LAB element is simply 10% of the total liabilities base, which in the
example is EUR 90,968,455. This is the second number in Figure 12.5.

Figure 12.5 is the LAB size calculation. The third element is the size of
all customer (‘‘retail’’) undrawn commitments, such as liquidity lines
or revolving credit facilities that are as yet unused. This is taken from the
summary liquidity report shown at Table 12.3, and is EUR 43,622,745.
The total required LAB in this case is therefore EUR 1.375 billion, shown in
Figure 12.5.

We see that in this example the basic LAB calculation is a function of
the short-dated cash flow mismatch of a bank, and not of the total size of
the balance sheet assets. In practice, in the UK jurisdiction and under Basel
III, the size of the LAB is driven by the stress-tested cash outflow value in the
next 90 (FSA) or 30 (Basel III) days.

Note that the full Excel spreadsheet that was used to provide these figures,
and including the cell formulae, is supplied as supplementary material to
this book on the Wiley website, under the filename ‘‘LiquidAssetBuffer_
CalculationOfSize_WorkedExample.xls’’.

Allocating the LAB Cost

Maintaining an LAB is in some ways conceptually similar to levying a tax
on the bank’s business, because it takes up space on the balance sheet that
would otherwise be used to hold higher paying assets. The need to hold a
LAB is driven by the business itself of course, therefore the cost of running
the LAB – the cost of doing business, in effect – must be borne by all the
business lines of the bank. Although it is the Treasury department of a bank
that usually manages the LAB, its costs (or opportunity costs) should be
recharged out, on a pro-rata basis, to all the business lines.15

In Chapter 15 we discuss the principles of internal funds pricing in a
bank. The recharge costs for the LAB operate on a similar basis. The LAB is
held as a contingency to generate liquidity should the bank suffer a funding
crisis, either specific to itself or within a market-wide stress event. The cost

15 Sometimes the LAB can be held in an ALCO book, as opposed to a book in
Treasury, but this will not make any real difference to the cost allocation process
we describe here.
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TABLE 12.4 Wholesale funding report, daily cash flow gap 0–90 days.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 86 Day 87 Day 88 Day 89 Day 90 Day 91 LIABILITIES

OVER 90 DAYS (days 91 onwards)

[Time

Bucket 1]

[Time

Bucket 2]

[Time

Bucket 3]

[Time

Bucket 86]

[Time

Bucket 87]

[Time

Bucket 88]

[Time

Bucket 89]

[Time

Bucket 90]

[Time

Bucket 91]

[Time

Bucket 92]

Total

Inflows – ASSETS

Corporate – Overdraft (31,915,364) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (31,915,364)

Corporate – Time Loan (117,307,751) (5,607,569) (2,811,342) (977,722) 0 0 0 0 (802,091) (1,470,054,722) (1,820,756,612)

Government – Overdraft (5,411) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (5,411)

Government – Time Loan 0 (9,017,853) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (87,410,229) (97,195,719)

Inter-bank – Overdraft (88,714,071) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (88,714,071)

Inter-bank – Time Loan (376,808,549) (6,215,053) (35,000,000) 0 (216,358) (25,000,000) 0 0 (3,068,403) (111,171,688) (755,139,793)

Inter-bank – Repo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inter-bank – Bonds,

FRNs and CDs

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inter-Group – Overdraft (12,247,148) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (12,247,148)

Inter-Group – Time Loan (30,942,348) (72,287,365) (74,438,479) (6,686,503) (4,363,134) 0 0 0 (1,328,981) (33,518,833) (703,626,757)

TOTAL INFLOWS (657,940,643) (93,127,840) (112,249,821) (7,664,225) (4,579,492) (25,000,000) 0 0 (5,199,475) (1,702,155,472) (3,509,600,876)

(751,068,483) (863,318,304) (1,772,666,436) (1,777,245,928) (1,802,245,928) (1,802,245,928) (1,802,245,928) (1,807,445,403) (3,509,600,876)

Outflows LIABILITIES [Time Bucket 1] [Time Bucket 2] [Time Bucket 3] [Time Bucket 86] [Time Bucket 87] [Time Bucket 88] [Time Bucket 89] [Time Bucket 90] [Time Bucket 91] [Time Bucket 92] Total

Corporate – Current Account 216,125,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 216,125,300

Corporate – Time Deposit 13,226,281 14,131,656 217,233 423,981 104,829 2,738,543 0 0 672,920 20,322,318 475,495,242

Goverment – Current Account 3,422,184 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,422,184

Government – Time Deposit 0 12,060,312 3,736,471 29,420,614 0 0 0 0 0 29,530,181 480,361,250

Inter-bank – Current Account 181,352,881 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 181,352,881

Inter-bank – Time Deposit 116,082,304 11,003,097 53,113,558 1,093,673 0 0 0 0 0 2,238,314 608,280,851

Inter-bank – Repo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inter-Group – Current Account 41,616,377 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,616,377

Inter-Group – Time Deposit 193,536,183 66,370,927 42,713,587 1,761,542 0 546,837 0 0 659,000 90,880,138 1,153,936,824

TOTAL OUTFLOWS 765,361,510 103,565,992 99,780,849 32,699,810 104,829 3,285,379 0 0 1,331,920 142,970,950 3,160,590,908

868,927,502 968,708,351 3,012,897,829 3,013,002,657 3,016,288,037 3,016,288,037 3,016,288,037 3,017,619,957 3,160,590,908

(continued )
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TABLE 12.4 (Continued)

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 86 Day 87 Day 88 Day 89 Day 90 Day 91 LIABILITIES

OVER 90 DAYS (days 91 onwards)

[Time

Bucket 1]

[Time

Bucket 2]

[Time

Bucket 3]

[Time

Bucket 86]

[Time

Bucket 87]

[Time

Bucket 88]

[Time

Bucket 89]

[Time

Bucket 90]

[Time

Bucket 91]

[Time

Bucket 92]

Total

Behavioural Adjustments/Stress OK

Net Mismatch per Bucket 107,420,868 10,438,152 (12,468,972) 25,035,585 (4,474,663) (21,714,621) 0 0 (3,867,555) (1,559,184,522) (349,009,968)

[þVEMEANS A FUNDING

REQUIREMENT]

Adjustments Total

Bonds and FRNs,

Non-Gov, LT 6 mo

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bonds and FRNs,

Non-Gov, LT 5 yr

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bonds and FRNs,

Non-Gov, GT 5 yr

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Marketable Securities (CDs) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Repos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unutilised Commitments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cumulative Mismatch

[PER DAY] 107,420,868 117,859,020 105,390,048 1,240,231,393 1,235,756,729 1,214,042,109 1,214,042,109 1,214,042,109 1,210,174,554 (349,009,968) The peak number

during days 0–91

(Used as calculation

number)

1,240,231,393
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TABLE 12.5 Retail funding report, daily cash flow gap 0–90 days.

Inflows [Time Bucket 1] [Time Bucket 2] [Time Bucket 3] [Time Bucket 90] [Time Bucket 91] [Time Bucket 92] Total

Retail – Overdraft (6,439,936) 0 0 0 0 0 (6,439,936)

Retail – Time Loan (1,839,168) (7,351,044) 0 0 0 (25,902,925) (39,544,221)

TOTAL INFLOWS (8,279,103) (7,351,044) 0 0 0 (25,902,925) (45,984,156)

Outflows [Time Bucket 1] [Time Bucket 2] [Time Bucket 3] [Time Bucket 90] [Time Bucket 91] [Time Bucket 92] Total

Retail – Current Account 92,271,122 0 0 0 0 0 92,271,122

Retail – Time Deposit 7,042,496 23,928,920 17,504,749 0 13,045,058 187,248,381 817,413,424

TOTAL OUTFLOWS 99,313,617 23,928,920 17,504,749 0 13,045,058 187,248,381 909,684,546 90,968,455

This value is 10% of

the entire retail

funding book

(It is not a cash

flow gap value)

Net Mismatch per Bucket 91,034,514 16,577,876 17,504,749 0 13,045,058 161,345,456 863,700,389

Adjustments Total

Bonds and FRNs, Non-Gov, LT 6 mo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bonds and FRNs, Non-Gov, LT 5 yr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bonds and FRNs, Non-Gov, GT 5 yr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Marketable Securities (CDs) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Repos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unutilised Commitments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cumulative Mismatch 91,034,514 107,612,389 125,117,139 689,309,876 702,354,934 863,700,389
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of maintaining it therefore logically sits with all of the bank’s business lines
that generate liquidity risk; a business line that only raised liabilities, for
example, would not be charged for running it. The cost of the LAB can be
calculated as a sum of the funding cost of the portfolio and the opportunity
cost of holding lower yielding risk-free assets. That is, the interest charges
on the funds used to run the LAB together with the difference between
the risk-free yield and a typical risky yield level. The lower return is the
opportunity cost that the bank pays for maintaining an LAB as insurance
against a funding crisis. This total cost should be allocated, on a pro-rata
basis, to the business lines. The businesses that generate the greatest need
for liquidity protection (such as those with large asset–liability gaps and
funded with short-term wholesale funds) will pay the greatest share of the
LAB running costs.

Inputs to LAB size calculation

Wholesale component 1,240,231,393  This is the wholesale funding
maximum cumulative 90-day
gap (see Table 12.4)

Retail component 90,968,455  This is 10% of Type B deposits
and 20% of Type A deposits
(type is function of depositor
sensitivity to credit rating)

Credit pipeline 43,622,745  This is the aggregate customer
lending that the bank has
comitted to and is undrawn

Simplified bank liquidity buffer calculation
(million EUR)

Wholesale component 1,240
Retail component 91
Credit pipeline 44

Total liquid assets required 1,375

FIGURE 12.5 LAB size calculation.

EXAMPLE 12 .4 TRANSF ERR ING THE COST OF
RUNN ING THE LAB

The opportunity cost approach to calculating the running cost of
maintaining the LAB requires an element of subjectivity. Another
approach is to take the asset swap return, which is a floating spread
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over Libor, and net this with any swap hedge costs as well the funding
cost. This net cost is then allocated pro-rata to the business lines.

The concept is illustrated at Figure 12.6. We assume that all assets
in the LAB have been asset swapped into floating-rate return, and that
the LAB has a weighted average floating spread over 3-month Libor of
100 bps. The average funding cost is 200 bps, and the net cost of the
swap hedge is 50 bps. This gives a buffer cost of:

LAB average yield 100 bps
Funding cost �200bps
Swap hedge �50 bps
LAB cost �150bps

That is, the estimated cost of holding the LAB is 150 bps, so that
every $1 billion of buffer produces a cost of $15million. This is
allocated to each business line in proportion to its assets, for all
businesses that attract an internal funds transfer pricing at 1-year
tenor or longer (see Chapter 15). The level of FTP charge is used to
weight the amount of LAB charge.

Assets

LENDING
Loans

Mortgages
Overdrafts

Trading book assets
etc. 

Liquid Asset
Buffer

Liabilities

FUNDING
Capital

Customer deposits
MTNs

etc.

Funding cost
transfer

The cost of funding
reflects the term and
stability of the
funding raised   

The cost of maintenance is
based on the marginal cost
of raising funds and
incorporates a term cost
component relating to the
assets being funded.
The business lines
generating the heaviest
liquidity stress, determined
by the extent of FTP
charge (see Chapter 15),
receive the greatest
proportion of LAB charge
transfer.          

FIGURE 12.6 LAB cost allocation.
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CENTRAL BANK FAC I L I T I E S

A principle of bank liquidity is that a bank should be intimately familiar
with the operation of its central bank funding facilities, particularly the
emergency facilities, that are available to it in the event of liquidity stress.
During the crisis of 2008, certain banks, which had not experienced
the need to access central bank funding in their recent past, encountered
difficulty in arranging central bank support because their dealing room
was not aware exactly how to access it. For this reason, systems use and
operational procedures on how to access central bank facilities should be
practised by the dealing room, and this requirement stated in the
contingency funding plan. That way, there will be no unnecessary
operational delays should the bank experience funding difficulty and need
to access the emergency facilities.

The specific type and level of support offered by a central bank will
differ by jurisdiction. The most common type of emergency facility offered
is an overnight loan backed by eligible high-quality collateral (such as
government bonds or bills). For example, the European Central Bank in its
regular operations offers an overnight and 1-week funding facility. In the
immediate aftermath of the liquidity crisis of September–October 2008, it
extended this support with 3-month, 6-month and 1-year funding facilities.
All these loans are conducted as a repo, in which the ECB repos in collateral
in exchange for the loan of cash.

We describe the BoE’s liquidity facilities, to give an idea of the type of
liquidity support that can be made available at a central bank.

Bank o f E ng l a nd S t er l i n g Mone t ary
Framework
At the time of writing the BoE had in place the following liquidity facilities:

& operational standing facilities;
& reserve account facilities;
& open market operations;
& discount window facility.

For an institution to be eligible to participate in the BoE’s operations
under the sterling monetary framework, it must meet a number of criteria.
The criteria include that the bank is:

& an eligible institution and is required to make payments of cash ratio
deposits to the Bank, or is part of the clearing mechanisms CHAPS or
CREST, for sterling settlement;
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& operationally capable to participate in and settle transactions with the
Bank efficiently;

& an institution that contributes to the Bank’s market intelligence work in
support of its functions as a monetary authority;

& not subject to any objection from the regulatory authority to take part
in the BoE’s operations;

& when part of a Group and not the primary entity within the Group,
in receipt of a guarantee of the firm’s liabilities from the parent
entity.

Prior to the financial crisis of 2008, a participating bank had to
demonstrate a continuous level of GBP 500 million in deposit liabilities.
This requirement was removed in 2009, thereby widening the number of
UK-domiciled banks that were able to take advantage of the bank’s liquidity
facilities. To apply to take part in the monetary framework, a bank must
submit a template application form to the BoE, which is then followed with
a meeting and the setting up of settlement links.

Co l l a t era l E l i g i b i l i t y
The discount window facility (DWF) is established to provide ongoing
liquidity to UK-domiciled banks and building societies. It is a standing
facility, under which gilt-edged securities (or sterling cash, at the Bank’s
discretion) is lent against eligible collateral. The collateral is required to be
pre-positioned with the Bank. Each drawdown from the facility has a
maturity of 30 days or 364 days.

The collateral lodged at the Bank is designated as one of four
categories:

Level A: debt securities that are routinely eligible as collateral in
the Bank’s short-term repo open market operations; that is,
high-quality sovereign and supranational securities.

Level B: third-party debt securities that are trading in liquid markets.

Level C: other third-party debt securities including those not trading in
liquid markets.

Level D: own-name securitisations and covered bonds.

The haircut applied to collateral is a function of its level. To the basic
haircut is added further haircuts for non-sterling securities, own-name
covered bonds, structured finance securities and corporate bonds.
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L I QU I D I TY MANAGEMENT AND COL LATERAL

Inter-bank dealing in derivatives is collateralised under the CSA annexe of
the standard ISDA Master agreement. The exact form of the CSA signed
with each counterparty will differ, because there is a considerable amount
of optionality available, but the identical element in every case is the
requirement for the counterparty that is negative mark-to-market (MTM)
in its derivative positions to pass collateral to the value of the MTM to the
counterparty. An ISDA survey from 2010 suggested that cash formed 83%
of all collateral posted (the balance will be made up of eligible securities
such as highly rated sovereign bonds). In a stressed economic environment,
there will be a tendency to increased preference for cash and high-quality
government bonds as collateral, and a decline in eligibility of other assets
such as corporate bonds and equities.

The above observations make clear that derivatives collateral manage-
ment is simply another aspect of funding and liquidity management at a
bank. It should not be viewed as a separate discipline, and should therefore
be organised within the Treasury function.

Co l l a t era l Managemen t
Collateral management policy should ensure that an increased demand for
collateral does not take a bank by surprise, or become unmanageable.
The best way to ensure this is to treat collateral management in the
same way as funding management, and apply the same disciplines to it
(such as terming out funding, applying the correct internal price to the
business lines, and providing accurate and timely MI). It also requires
an up-to-date awareness of the collateral position of the bank, because in
a stressed environment there is a high risk of scarcity of high-quality,
collateral that can be pledged.

The key considerations for collateral management policy are:

& ensure that policy and control is exercised centrally for the bank, and
not separately for different business lines;

& maximise the ability to net margin calls with counterparties;
& apply general risk management considerations such as:

– quantify the aggregate risk exposure across business lines;
– monitor collateral concentration risk;
– from the bank’s viewpoint, ensure that collateral calls to counter-

parties are accurate and made on time;
– ensure that all available eligible collateral is used efficiently, including

acceptable collateral held in one business line that may be able to be
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used to meet another business line’s collateral requirement (this
requires centralised management and high-quality MI).

The primary requirement is to ensure the most efficient use of collateral
across the firm. This requires the correct pricing policy to be in place. This is
best captured in the bank’s Derivative Funding Policy, which we discuss in
Chapter 15.

Co l l a t era l Organ i s a t i o n
The requirement to post collateral is a cost for a bank undertaking
derivatives business. Therefore the cost must be borne by the business lines.
The “ownership” of collateral is a political red-herring for bank manage-
ment. While individual business lines may acquire the assets that can be used
as collateral, the ultimate decision on where and how they can be deployed to
meet collateral requirements should be taken by the centralised collateral
management desk. This desk should come under Treasury organisation
because the majority of collateral calls are met using cash; in other words,
collateral management is a cash funding requirement.

Figure 12.7 shows how eligible securities may be organised across
business lines, such as

& individual business areas;
& Treasury desk (includes Repo desk).

Collateral policy must ensure that no internal arbitrage takes place.
For example, in a stressed liquidity scenario the bank’s LAB would be sold

Business lines

Term
secured funding

Liquid asset buffer

CSA

Repo desk Repo counterparty

Counterparty

FIGURE 12.7 Collateral sources and usage.
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or repo’d for cash: this places a (high) implied value on high-quality
collateral.

The use of loan assets as collateral is worth exploring as it maximises
efficiency in collateral management; however, even where such assets
are acceptable to counterparties it can be difficult to deploy them.
Securitisation may provide a solution, if the loans can be repackaged into
structured note form. This was a common transaction in European banks
during 2009–2011, which undertook ‘‘in-house’’ securitisation of loan
assets and used the resulting securities as collateral at the ECB.

THE CONT INGENCY FUND ING PLAN

In some jurisdictions, a liquidity CFP is a requirement of the regulator.
Irrespective of whether this is the case or not, business best-practice dictates
that a bank should have a CFP in place as part of its liquidity risk manage-
ment process. In fact, it could be argued that a CFP is the most important
element of this process, precisely because extreme liquidity stress events
are relatively rare. To be able to survive uncommon events such as liquidity
crises, it is important that a bank knows how to proceed in the event of one,
particularly because the majority of its staff would be unaccustomed to
dealing with them. This know-how should be contained in the CFP.

Se t t i n g t he C FP
A generic CFP template is provided on the Wiley website supplementary
material accompanying this book. This can be adapted for use in most
banks. As a practical working document, the CFP must contain detailed
information about the actions to be taken, and the alternative sources to
be accesses, in the event of a liquidity stress scenario. Essentially the CFP
should set out:

& the range of viable, readily available and flexible deployable potential
contingency funding measures;

& an estimation of the amounts of funds that can be obtained from these
potential contingency funding sources, the expected lead time needed to
access such funds, and the business impact of obtaining these funds. In
many cases the business impact may be severely negative – for example,
withholding lending lines, or in more extreme cases withholding
payments, will have extreme reputational impact;

& clear and effective governance structure, policies and procedures that
need to be followed if the CFP is invoked;
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& appropriate communication plans;
& the steps to be followed to meet critical payments on an intra-day basis

in stress situations;
& a framework under which the senior management and Board will

receive timely and relevant MI.

The basic background concept of a CFP is shown in the box at Example
12.5. Table 12.7 is a more detailed ‘‘action list’’ that would form part of the
CFP, showing the actual business lines, the primary contact for escalation
and the mitigating action that could be taken to ease liquidity stress.

EXAMPLE 12 .5 CFP : MANAGEMENT ACT I ON TO
M IT I GAT E L I QU I D I TY OUTF LOWS IN STRESSED
SCENAR I OS

Background

The UK FSA, as part of the ILAA process, currently requires banks to
hold a liquidity buffer to offset the effects of a ‘‘combined’’ liquidity
stress scenario. It also requires a plan of management action that
would be taken by the business in response to a specific scenario called
a combined stress scenario. The combined scenario lasts over three
months and entails an idiosyncratic (perceived or actual 2-notch
credit-rating downgrade) stress in the first two weeks, followed by
a market stress after three months. Banks are required to submit a
Board-approved CFP. The businesses are responsible for escalating
changes in their perceived liquidity situation as per the bank’s
liquidity policy statement, at which point they invoke the CFP.

Management Action: Sample CFP

The CFP must describe:

& The array of potential management action to offset the combined
stress scenario liquidity outflows from the bank.

& Actions that could be taken into the first two weeks (idiosyncratic
stress) versus actions that could be taken after two weeks (during
market-wide stress).

(continued )
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& Quantified current impacts from these management actions with
the understanding that these values are dynamic and scenario
dependent

Rationale

Documenting a series of management actions within a CFP-governed
stress scenario will enable the bank to:

& offset management action against cash outflows in the FSA stress
scenario;

& set a lower LAB size requirement, which will free up funding
capacity;

& generate customer confidence and positively influence credit-
rating agency review.

Table 12.6 is a summary of possible action from the business
lines. This includes quantifiable liquidity impacts, as well as other
actions that could be taken in a liquidity stress scenario. It forms part
of the CFP. Table 12.7 is a list of possible action from management
that can be undertaken in periods of stress.

TABLE 12.6 CFP possible actions.

Product Action Impact Liquidity inflow
£m

Corporate
Loans

Withdraw
committed lines to
distressed
counterparties

Reputational
impact

200

Corporate
Loans

Withdraw non-
committed lines

Reputational
impact

250

Debt
securities

Cease market-
making activity in
selected markets

Reputational
impact

Debt
securities

Sell securities PnL losses 500

Repo Additional repo
lines

100
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TABLE 12.7 CFP management actions in stress.

Action Impact

Business line Asset action Probability

of execution

Estimated

liquidity

impact £

mln

Contact Treasury

responsibility

Risk

responsibility

Product

ABS Structured Finance Repo all eligible ABS/CMBS/RMBS Medium 200 ANO

Debt Securities Money Markets/Repo Increase collateral standards (high quality)/

haircut increases

High 150 ANO

Debt Securities Repo funding desk Lengthen repo Low 100 ANO

Debt Securities Repo funding desk Diversify by using additional repo

counterparties

Low 50 ANO

Debt Securities High yield Sell high-yield assets Low 150 ANO

Derivatives MM Trading Cash settle in the money positions at a discount Low 25 ANO

Equities Equities Trading Equities unwind long positions Low 90 ANO

Loans Banking Collateral enablement High 100 ANO

Loans Banking Pledging High 50 ANO

Loans Banking Selling Low 300 ANO

Loans Banking Withdraw unutilised lines/reduction in asset

renewals

High 100 ANO

Loans Banking Stop/delay pipeline High ANO

Loans Banking Enforce legal terms/lines withdrawn on

distressed counterparties

Low 250 ANO

Transaction services Treasury Services Delay operational payments Low 200 ANO

Transaction services Treasury Services Optimise payment systems collateral Medium 150 ANO

Etc.

Etc.
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A l t e rna t i v e Fund i n g Sources
The list of alternative funding sources available to a bank is a finite and
limited one. This limitation is exacerbated because in the midst of a liquidity
crisis many of these sources are apt to disappear. This explains partly the
importance of adhering to basic liquidity principles such as self-sufficiency in
funding, satisfactory term funding, diversity in funding sources, a manage-
able asset–liability gap, and an adequate LAB. Of course the next crisis will
be different in detail, if not in form, to previous ones, hence the need for an
adequate contingency plan of alternative funding sources.

In some ways the advancement of financial markets over the 30-year
period from the 1980s has created greater risk in liquidity management, as
new types of financial institutions and products have entered the industry. For
example, savings products such as mutual funds (‘‘unit trusts’’) and money
market funds have provided an alternative for investors that has reduced the
amount available for banks’ core deposits. At the same time, economic growth
and the liberalisation of markets has resulted in high demand for loans, leading
to loan-to-deposit ratios rising above 100% at many banks. This, combined
with a relaxation of conservative liquidity principles, has caused banks
themselves to look beyond core deposits and access alternative funding
sources, including capital markets and repo, loan sales and securitisation.

Market observation suggests that it is the newer sources of funds that
are the most unstable during a liquidity crisis. Given this fact, it is important
for banks to have alternative funding sources available, and include them in
the CFP. There is considerable variety in this alternative list, depending
on the type of bank being considered and what market/jurisdiction it is
operating in. The sources of alternative funding might include:

& Internet-based deposits, including via Internet brokers;
& CD and CP/ECP issuance programmes;
& credit unions;
& increasing the number of branches, with wider liability-raising ability;
& a ‘‘liquidity option facility’’ with a fund manager, insurance company,

building society or other routine holder of AAA-rated sovereign bonds;
this is similar to a back-up liquidity line which the bank can draw on,
exchanging its assets for the high-quality assets held by the counter-
party, which can then be repo’d for funds;

& sovereign wealth funds;
& foreign central bank reserves.

A common concern for regulators is of banks’ inadequate deposit
growth, declining core funding and over-reliance on wholesale market
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funding. Many of them, including the UK FSA, have also highlighted the
volatile and unpredictable nature of non-core funding sources. The CFP is
an attempt to address these concerns and is an essential part of a bank’s
liquidity risk management process.
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CHAPTER 16
Bank Strategy I: Formulating

Strategy and Direction

The global financial crisis of 2007–2009 had the effect of making all
participants in the banking industry, from regulators, central banks and

governments to bank boards, directors and trade associations, undertake a
fundamental review of the principles of banking. Issues such as capital and
liquidity management, and systemic risk, became the subject of renewed
focus. In practical terms, legislators realised that they needed to address
the issue of the ‘‘too-big-to-fail’’ bank; this issue remains unresolved, and
ultimately the realisation will dawn that the global economy simply
cannot withstand certain financial institutions failing. But instead of this
being taken to mean that banks can operate perpetually in an environment
in which their profits are privatised and losses are socialised, it should be
apparent that these institutions will have to be run on principles that
ensure that they survive throughout the business cycle. This will call for
more enlightened strategy and management, as well as an inherent
conservatism. If bankers wish to run a proprietary trading outfit, or wish
to maximise market share and return on capital, or outperform their peers,
then they should go and work at a hedge fund. Those who manage a retail
deposit-taking institution will need to remain aware of the responsibilities
they bear.

From the point of view of bank practitioners, the most important task
is to address the issues of capital, liquidity and risk management, and
work them into a coherent strategy that is designed to produce sustainable
returns over the business cycle. In this chapter we introduce these topics as
part of a wider discussion on formulating bank strategy, and consider how
this strategy should be worked around the changed requirements of the
post-crisis age.
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THE SUSTA INABL E BANK BUS IN ESS MODEL

The basic bank business model has remained unchanged since banks were
first introduced in modern society. Of course, as it as much an art as a
science, the model parameters themselves can be set to suit the specific
strategy of the individual bank, depending on whether the strategy operates
at a higher or lower risk-reward profile. But the basic model is identical
across all banks. In essence, banking involves taking risks, and then applying
effective management of that risk. This risk can be categorised as follows:

& managing the bank’s capital;
& managing the liquidity mismatch: a fundamental ingredient of banking

is ‘‘maturity transformation’’, the recognition that loans (assets)
generally have a longer tenor than deposits (liabilities).

If we wished to summarise the basic ingredients of the historical bank
model, we might describe the following terms:

& leverage: a small capital base is levered into an asset pool that can be 10,
20, 30 times greater, or even higher;

& the ‘‘gap’’: essentially funding short to lend long. This is a function
of the conventional positively sloping yield curve, and dictated by the
recognition of the asset–liability mismatch noted above;

& liquidity: an assumption that a bank will always be able to roll over
funding as it falls due;

& risk management: an understanding of credit or default risk.

These fundamentals remain unchanged. The critical issue for bank
management, however, is that some of the assumptions behind the
application of these fundamentals have changed, as demonstrated by the
events of 2007–2009. The changed landscape in the wake of the crisis has
resulted in some hitherto ‘‘safe’’ or profitable business lines being viewed as
risky. Although more favourable conditions for banking will return in due
course, for the foreseeable future the challenge for banks will be to set their
strategy only after first arriving at a true and full understanding of economic
conditions as they exist today. The first subject for discussion is to consider
what a realistic, sustainable return on capital target level should be, and
that it is commensurate to the level of risk aversion desired by the bank’s
Board. The Board should also consider the bank’s capital availability, and
what sustained amount of business this would realistically support. These
two issues need to be addressed before the remainder of the bank’s strategy
can be considered.
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Bank S t ra t egy
The most important function that a bank Board can undertake is to set
the bank’s strategy. This is not as obvious as it sounds. It would be
surprising to a layperson to observe just how often banks, both large and
small, sophisticated or plain vanilla, have no real articulated strategy, but it
is a fact. It is vital that banks put in place a coherent, articulated strategy in
place that sets the tone for the entire business, from the top down.

In the first instance the Board must take into account the current
regulatory environment. This includes, of course, the requirements of the
Basel III rules, as well as the requirements of the national regulator. A bank
cannot formulate strategy without a clear and genuine understanding of the
environment in which it operates. Once this is achieved, before proceeding
with a formal strategy, the bank needs to determine what markets it wishes
to operate in, what products it sells and what class of customer it wishes to
serve. All its individual business lines should be set up to operate within the
main strategy, having identified the markets and customers. In other words,
all the business lines exist as ingredients of the strategy. If a business line is
not a fit with the strategy, it should be divested; equally, if a bank wishes
to enter into a new business, then the strategy should be reviewed and
realigned if it does not naturally suggest the new business. Again, this
sounds obvious, but there are many cases of banks entering piecemeal into
different businesses, or maintaining business lines that have been inherited
through previous growth or acquisition, that do not fit the bank’s culture.

In other words, a bank cannot afford to operate by simply meandering
along, noting its peer group market share and RoE, and making up strategy
as it goes along. This approach, which it would seem is what many banks
do indeed follow, however inadvertently, results in a senior management
and Board that is not fully aware of what the bank’s liabilities and risk
exposures are.

The first task then is to understand one’s operating environment. It is
then to incorporate a specific target market and product suite as the basis of
its strategy. Concurrent with this, the bank must set its RoE target, which
drives much of its culture and ethos. It is important to get this part of the
process right, and at the start. Prior to the crash, it was common for banks
to seek to increase revenue by adding to their risk exposure. Assets were
added to the balance sheet or higher risk assets were taken on. In the bull
market environment of 2001–2007, and allied to low funding costs as a
result of low base interest rates, this resulted in ever higher RoE figures, to
the point where it was common for even ‘‘Tier 2’’ banks to target levels of
22%–25% RoE in their business appraisal. This process was of course not
tenable in the long run.
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The second task, following immediately from the first, is to set a
realistic RoE target, or better still, RoA target, that is sustainable over the
entire business cycle. This cannot be done without educating board
directors as well as shareholders, who must appreciate the new, lower RoE
targets. Managing expectations will contribute to a more dispassionate
review of strategy. As important, risk-adjusted RoE should also be set
at a realistic level and not be allowed to increase. Hence, the Board and
shareholders must accept that lower RoE levels will become the standard.
This should also be allied to lower leverage levels and higher capital ratios.

Also, concurrently with the above process, a bank must ask itself where
its strength lies, and formulate its strategy around that. In other words, it is
important to focus on core competencies. Again, the experience of the
crash has served to demonstrate that many banks found themselves with
risk exposures they did not understand. This may have been simply the
holding of assets (such as structured finance securities) whose credit
exposures, valuation and secondary market liquidity they did not appreciate,
or embarking on investment strategies such as negative basis trading without
being aware of all the risk measurement parameters of such strategies.1

To properly implement a coherent, articulate strategy, a bank needs to
be aware of exactly what it does and does not have an expertise for
undertaking, and not operate in products or markets in which it has no
genuine knowledge base.

Allied to an understanding of core competence is a review of core and
non-core assets. Bank strategy is not a static process or document, but
rather a dynamic process. Regular reviews of the balance sheet need to be
undertaken to identify any non-core assets, which can then be assessed to
determine whether they remain compatible with the strategy. If they are
not, then a realistic disposal process should be drawn up. In the long run,
this is connected with an understanding of where the bank’s real strengths
lie. Long-term core assets may well differ from core assets, but this needs

1 Without naming the banks, the author is aware of institutions that purchased
ABS and CDO securities under a belief that the senior tranche, rated AAA,
would not be downgraded even if there were a default in the underlying asset
pool, presumably because the junior note(s) would absorb the losses. Of course,
this loss of subordination does erode the initial rating of the senior note, with a
consequent markdown in market value. Another institution, according to
anecdotal evidence received by the author in an email from one of its employees,
entered into negative basis trades without any consideration for the funding cost of
the trade package. This resulted in losses irrespective of the performance of the
basis. In this case, it is clear that the trading desks in question entered into a
relatively sophisticated trading strategy without being sufficiently aware of its
technical and risk implications.
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to be articulated explicitly. The decision on whether an asset is core or
non-core, or core or long-term core, is a function of the bank’s overall
strategy of what its expertise is and what markets and customers it wishes
to service. This will be embedded in the strategy and the bank’s business
model. This drives the choice of products and business lines that the bank
feels it can add value in.

Leverage Ra t i o s
Elsewhere we discuss bank capital structure. There is no doubt that the new
model for banking assumes higher capital ratios and buffers for all banks in
the longer term. The higher level of capital will be substantial in some cases,
because under the Basel III rules trading businesses will be required to hold
up to three times as much capital as vanilla banking business. Basel III also
imposes a limit on the leverage ratio, and indeed some national regulators
already are doing so; this follows the example of the regulators in Canada
and Australia, two jurisdictions that had imposed leverage ratio limits and
which, not coincidentally, did not suffer a bank crash in 2008.

A leverage ratio is the total value of a bank’s assets relative to its equity
capital. The financial crash highlighted the extent of risk taking by certain
banks when measured using leverage ratios. As a measure of the ratio of
assets to owner’s equity, they are an explicit indication of risk exposure.
Lehman Brothers leverage ratio increased from approximately 24:1 in 2003
to over 31:1 by 2007. Such aggressive asset growth generated tremendous
profits during the boom years, but exposed the bank to such an extent
that even a 3% or 4% decline in the value of its assets would eliminate
completely its equity. This duly happened.

This is why Basel III has introduced a limit on leverage ratios as an
added safety measure, alongside minimum capital requirements. In the
aftermath of the crash it is accepted that bank leverage ratios have to
adjust downwards, and the prevailing sentiment today dictates that
boards should be wary of a business model that ramps up the ratio to
an excessive level. Figure 16.1 shows levels during 2007–2009; prudent
management suggests average levels will be much lower than these
figures over the next 10–15 years. This is not only business best-
practice, but will also contribute to greater systemic stability.

Bank management will have to adjust to a concept of an explicit
leverage ratio limit, the rationale for which is clear. The experience of the
last and previous crises has shown that during a period of upside growth,
banks’ risk models tend to underestimate their exposure. This has two
consequences: first, the bank takes on ever greater risk, as it targets greater
revenue and profit during a bull market, and second the amount of capital
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set aside is below what is adequate at the time the crash occurs. Figure 16.2,
which shows a sample of ‘‘bulge-bracket’’ banks, suggests that banks
focused on trading assets as they expanded their balance sheets.

In such an environment, capital ratio requirements are an insufficient
safeguard against instability, and it becomes necessary to monitor leverage
ratios. Hence, in the post-crash environment banks need to adjust their
business strategy to allow for this constraint.
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As we noted above in the case of Lehmans, excessively high leverage
results in a higher sensitivity of the balance sheet to trading and/or default
losses. Limiting the amount of leverage acts as an additional risk control
measure, backing up the safety net provided by a regulatory capital buffer.
But when one thinks about it, this is a sensible measure on its own. It should
not have to be imposed by regulatory fiat. In advance of the introduction of
the standardised ratio as part of Basel III, banks should have addressed this
issue anyway as part of their prudential capital and risk management.

A number of jurisdictions already employ a leverage ratio limit,
although there is no uniform definition (see Figure 16.3). Under Basel III the
rules will incorporate a limit, with a common definition of capital and an
agreed measure of all assets, both on- and off-balance sheet.

Cap i t a l S t ruc t ure
The efficient management of capital is a vital function of bank senior
management. In the aftermath of any recession, capital is of course a scarce
commodity. However, this fact itself leads to one of the lessons learned
from the crisis: the need for ‘‘countercyclical’’ capital management. In other
words, boards should treat capital as scare at all times, and build up capital
bases even as a bull market is helping to generate higher profits. The level of
capital needs to be sufficient to cushion the fallout from ‘‘stress events’’,
which are the outlier events that normal distribution models used in finance
do not capture.

Elsewhere in this book we have discussed the value of contingent
capital instruments that can convert to equity at any time should the issuing
bank’s capital ratio fall below a pre-specified level. Going forward, this
should be the only ‘‘sophisticated’’ financial instrument in the bank’s capital

Canada Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital must be at least 5% of on-balance sheet
assets plus qualifiying off-balance sheet assets.

Switzerland Tier 1 capital must be at least 3% of on-balance sheet assets less
Swiss domestic lending for bank holding companies, and at least
4% for individual institutions. This rule applies only to Credit
Suisse and UBS.

US Tier 1 capital must be at least 3% of on-balance sheet assets for
‘‘strong’’ bank holding companies and at least 4% for all other
bank holding companies.

FIGURE 16.3 Summary of selected regulatory leverage ratio limits.
Source: Bank of England (2009).
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structure. It will assist efficient capital management, as well as investor
transparency, if a bank’s capital is held in the form of simple instruments
only, essentially common equity and retained profits (reserves). Of course,
long-dated debt instruments can also form part of capital, but again it is
more transparent if these are vanilla instruments.

Capital itself on its own is an insufficient protection against firm failure.
Bank management must take additional measures, over and above capital
buffers, to safeguard the institution in the event of systemic stress or other
market crash events, because the capital base on its own will be insufficient
to preserve the firm as a going concern. Hence, leverage ratio limits and
robust liquidity management is as important as capital buffers. A report
from the BoE (2009) suggests that on average a Tier 1 capital ratio of 8.5%
would have been needed by banks to avoid falling below the Basel minimum
of 4% during the last crisis. This suggests that the current requirement
is far too low to act as a genuine risk-based capital reserve. Of course, a
financial crisis will affect different banks in different ways; the BoE report
goes on to state that even if all the banks in its study sample had indeed
possessed a Tier 1 ratio of 8.5%, as much 40% of those banks would still
have breached their 4% limit during the crash. For some firms the ‘‘in
hindsight’’ sufficient level of capital was as high as 18%.

The implications of the BoE report are clear: minimum capital require-
ments must be higher, and banks also need to build in an element of flexibility
into their capital structure, perhaps by means of contingent capital
instruments. Contingent capital is any instrument that would convert into
common equity on occurrence of a pre-specified trigger. This is illustrated in
Figure 16.4. An issue of bonds by Lloyds Banking Group in 2009, Enhanced

Tier 1 trigger level

Contingent capital Tier 1 capital

Initial position Post-conversionLosses incurred

FIGURE 16.4 Illustration of contingent capital note triggering.
Source: Bank of England (2009).
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Capital Notes, was of this type. Such instruments enable a bank to purchase
catastrophe insurance from the private sector, rather than from the public
sector via the lender of last resort. They also allow a bank to hold a Tier 1
equity reserve at a lower cost, in theory at least, than equity itself.

EXAMPLE 16 .1 FUTURE BANK CAP I TA L
STRUCTURE

The financial crash resulted in a major review of the hitherto conven-
tional bank funding model, with results that were exemplified by the
UK FSA’s consultative papers of 2008 and 2009 on liquidity and the
publication of the Basel III guidelines in 2010. Further regulatory
reform impacting the liquidity structure of banks is inevitable. An
example of this is the FSA’s Bail-In regime for UK banks, designed to
ensure an orderly wind-down of banks that have become a ‘‘gone
concern’’. The impact of such regulatory changes, together with the
change in emphasis for bank funding away from short-term wholesale
funding to long-term funding and more core customer funding, means
that the future bank capital structure will look different in some
respects from what it has done recently.

The following factors are influencing change:

& a move away from short-term unsecured wholesale funding: the
liquidity crisis of 2008 reinforced the lessons from earlier bank
liquidity crises, that an excess reliance on wholesale funding is
overly risky;

& a move towards secured funding away from unsecured funding: the
experience of 2008–2009 demonstrated that, provided collateral
quality was acceptable, repo funding remained available for banks
where unsecured funding had frozen. A greater share of the bank
funding model will comprise secured funding in the form of repo,
TRS, ABS/RMBS and Covered Bonds;

& the FSA Bail-In regime will classify senior unsecured debt as a class
of liabilities that absorbs losses following the erosion of Tier 1
equity. While this simply reinforces what was always in legal
theory the case (senior debt lies above equity and subordinated
debt in the capital structure, so would be expected to absorb losses
at some point), the expectation now is that the Central Bank
backstop or taxpayer-funded bailout will not be invoked so

(continued )
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Core Compe t ence : ‘ ‘ K now Your R i sk ’ ’
Regulatory authorities noticed a considerable decline in cross-border
lending flows in the aftermath of the Lehman bankruptcy; for instance, see
the BoE’s Financial Stability Report dated June 2009. This is significant.
During the bull market of 2001–2007, international lending volumes had
expanded steadily (see Figure 16.6), as banks grew their balance sheets and
sought higher yield opportunities overseas.

It is evident that during and after the bank crisis, when inter-bank market
liquidity had dried up, banks pulled back from overseas markets, irrespective
of whether these were deemed peripheral or not, and concentrated on core
markets. This reflects informational advantages in core markets compared to
overseas and non-core markets. The UK corporate lending sector makes a
case in point: between 2002 and 2009, lending volume from UK banks fell
by approximately 16% (the figure between 2006 and 2009 was a decline of
14%). However, the equivalent figures for foreign subsidiaries was a fall of
10.5% and 20%, while for foreign branches the decline was even more

readily, thus the risk premium demanded from investors to hold
such liabilities will increase;

& subordinated debt may be difficult for most banks to place with
investors, in which case it will be discontinued. Senior unsecured
debt would be issued, at a relatively higher yield spread than
previously, in the 1- to 10-year tenor; longer dated issuance is
more likely to be the preserve of high-rated banks.

For all but the most well-capitalised and/or highest rated banks,
we can expect to see a capital structure on the liabilities’ side as
illustrated in Figure 16.5.

Senior unsecured debt

Secured funding (Covered Bonds,
term repo, etc.)

Equity

Customer deposits (beyond government guaranteed level)

FIGURE 16.5 Future bank liabilities structure.
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dramatic, at 17% and 46%.2 Foreign banks would, on average, have less
depth and breadth of corporate relationships, while branches would be
expected to have even less developed relationships in the domestic market.

The lessons for the bank business model are clear: during an expansionary
phase, it is important to remain focused on areas on core competence,
and sectors in which the bank possesses actual knowledge and strength.
Concentrating on areas in which the bank carries competitive advantage
makes it less likely that loan origination standards will decline, resulting
in lower losses during an economic downturn. There is also a technical
reason for ensuring that overseas lending standards are maintained strictly,
and limits set carefully, because it is often undertaken in foreign currency.
A bank’s ability to fund such lending is more dependent on external
markets and wholesale counterparties relative to domestic currency
lending, thus making the bank more vulnerable to a market downturn. For
example, the cross-currency swap market in US dollars came under pressure,
resulting in higher swap prices, following the Lehman default, and many banks
struggled to obtain dollar funding during this period.

Corpora t e Governance
We introduce here bank corporate governance in the context of bank strategy;
the subject is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 18. The governance
structure of a bank is a vital part of ensuring effective overall control and risk
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FIGURE 16.6 Cross-border bank lending volumes, 2000–2009.
Source: Bank of England (2009).

2 Source: Bank of England (2009).
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management. An inadequate set-up will result in ineffective decision-making.
The crash has highlighted the importance of addressing, in robust fashion, the
following:

& What should the makeup of the Board itself be? What is the right
number of executive directors and NEDs?

& How should the Board’s performance be measured?
& Is the knowledge base, expertise and experience of the Board adequate?

Does the CEO possess the right background in banking?3

& Are the board executives actually challenged in their decision-making?

Other questions to address include: (i) Is the Board provided with
sufficient and adequate management reporting, in accessible fashion, on the
bank’s performance and risk exposures? (ii) Are there controls built into
the firms’ cultures such that they are adhered to when the bank’s business
strategy is in conflict with them?

The role of NEDs came under scrutiny in the wake of the 2008 crash.
That some NEDs were not up to the standard required is evident; however,
this should not detract from the vital function, in theory at least, that they
do undertake. In the first instance, business best-practice dictates that the
risk management function should report to a NED on the Board. This
clearly implies that the NED in question must be sufficiently experienced
and capable. The national regulator should always interview the relevant
NED to ensure that this person meets the standards required.

It is rare to observe genuine control at all levels of a bank that also
boasts true innovation, creativity and efficiency. It may be, for instance,
that some institutions are simply too big to manage effectively, especially
when things start to go wrong. However, this does not mean we should not
attempt to implement an effective strategy at the top level and still maintain
efficiency at the ‘‘coal face’’. The bank crisis demonstrated that in some
cases bank boards were not able to maintain effective control of the
business as they expanded. Certain desks originated risk that went beyond
the stated (or believed) risk-appetite of the parent banks; in other cases, the
risk management department was marginalised or ignored, and at board
level there was a ‘‘rubber stamp’’ mentality. These instances have significant
implications for bank corporate governance.

3 The CEOs of two British banks, HBOS and Bradford & Bingley plc, had
backgrounds in supermarket retail and not banking. They also had management
consulting backgrounds.
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Coun t ercyc l i c a l F und i n g
One additional lesson learned from the crash is that banks should take
advantage of ‘‘benign’’ conditions to improve their funding structures.
Figure 16.7 shows the rise and fall in Libor spreads during 2007–2009,
giving an idea of the market conditions that may prevail and suggesting
when a bank may wish to take on more funding to take advantage of
Libor rates.4 In the first instance this would involve reducing the reliance
on short-term funding. The definition of ‘‘short-term’’ is not universal;
depending on which person one asks, it may mean up to one week or up to
three months. Irrespective of the view that an individual bank takes, and this
should reflect the bank’s particular business model and current funding gap,
best business practice suggests that a time of low funding spreads is the
opportune moment to change the liability structure by increasing average
maturity tenor. For instance, in the UK, overall banks had reduced their
reliance on funding of up to 1-week from 15% of unsecured wholesale
funding in December 2008 to 9% by October 2009. The aggregate customer
funding gap (the difference between customer loans and customer deposits)
was at GBP610 billion by Q2 2009, compared to GBP842 billion at the end
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FIGURE 16.7 Sterling Libor–OIS spread, 2007–2009.
Source: Bloomberg L.P.

4 See Chapter 10 in Choudhry (2007a), which discusses the fair value of the Libor
term premium.
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of Q4 in 2008. This was 18% of all loans, the lowest proportion since 2003.5

This is shown at Figure 16.8.
This is a critical feature of the new bank business model. The main

lesson of the 2007–2009 crisis was the importance of liquidity risk
management. To mitigate the impact of the next recession, bank funding
structures need to be set up to reduce the reliance on short-term funding
and unstable wholesale funding. They also need to extend the maturity of
the liability side of the balance sheet. Excluding notable exceptions such as
the banks in Australia and Canada, many country banks’ customer funding
gaps are uncomfortably high (see Figure 16.9). Banks must address two
requirements, which are (i) to reduce the reliance on wholesale funding,
which is not ‘‘sticky’’ and is less stable than retail customer deposits, and
(ii) to increase the average tenor of their liabilities. The UK bank sector, for
example, remains vulnerable in this regard: the BoE reported in 2009 that
about 50% of UK bank aggregate wholesale funding was lower than six
months in maturity.6

Bank funding strategy should therefore include targeting increased use
of retail funding. Retail deposits are treated by regulators as being more
stable, with greater expectation of being rolled over and not withdrawn on

5 Source: Bank of England (2009).
6 Source: Ibid.
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maturity. To reduce its funding gap (whatever it is), a bank would seek to
grow its retail deposits.

At a tactical level, this raises the question of what interest rate to pay to
attract more such deposits. Figure 16.10 shows the change in average
spread on retail savings products offered by UK banks from 2005 to 2009.
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FIGURE 16.9 Selected country bank funding gaps.
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From a spread below Libor, the spread was increased to almost 200 bps over
Libor. Partly this reflects the fact that absolute base interest rates had fallen
to a very low level, but it also reflects the increased demand for such deposits
from banks. It is important not to pay a rate that is excessively above that in
the market, partly for reputation reasons, but also so as to not convey the
impression that the bank is in difficulty and desperate for funds.

The overall impact of the new modified strategy will be a higher
funding cost. In adopting a more robust funding structure, there will be
added costs associated with raising longer dated liabilities (assuming a
positive-sloping yield curve) and paying more to attract stable retail
deposits. However, the object of this strategy is to reduce the vulnerability
of the bank should there be another external shock, or systemic instability.

EXAMPLE 16 .2 THE UN I T ED K INGDOM
INDEPENDENT COMMISS I ON ON BANK ING ( I CB )

The UK ICB was set up by the UK government to provide recommen-
dations on the future of banking, and published its report in
September 2011. Its high-level objective was to describe a framework
that ensured a more stable banking system in the UK. Its highest
impact findings can be summarised as follows:

& establishment of a ‘‘ring-fence’’ separating the retail arm of a bank
from an investment banking (IB) arm;

& a higher minimum required loss-absorbing capital base.

For banks that operate in both retail and IB sectors, the ring-fencing
must be organised along the following business lines:

& mandatory businesses: individual deposits; SME deposits; overdrafts;
& permitted businesses: corporate banking; private banking; trade

finance and project finance; retail assets; European Economic Area
(EEA) business;

& prohibited business (and therefore outside ring-fence): trading and
wholesale markets; proprietary derivatives trading; non-EEA
business.

The organisation must ensure that each part of the bank, inside and
outside the ring-fence, is able to meet capital and liquidity requirements
on a stand-alone basis. The part inside the ring-fence can deal with the
part outside up to a 25% of Tier 1 capital large exposure limit, and
otherwise as simply another third-party entity.
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STRATEGY INPUTS

Notwithstanding that all banks are ultimately similar beasts, the strategy
formulated for an individual bank will be unique to it and reflects its particular
market, business model, customer base and operating environment. Unlike
some of the other subjects dealt with in this book, it would be difficult (and of
questionable value) to come up with a ‘‘template’’ strategy document. Instead,
in this section we will illustrate business best-practice with a description of the
relevant inputs to a coherent strategy. These would then be modified for each
specific case.

It is important that a bank articulates its strategic vision, and publicly
announces its quantitative and qualitative targets. This may sound obvious,

Under the ICB regime UK banks will have to set aside a higher
core Tier 1 equity level and also a higher total capital base, referred to
as the primary loss absorbing capacity (PLAC), which includes other
Tier 1 capital and required buffers. This is illustrated in Figure 16.11.
The PLAC can include up to 3.5% of ‘‘bail-inable’’ debt; in practice, it
is likely to be senior unsecured bonds designated as such, and which
would absorb losses after equity has been wiped out (in other words,
once the bank is no longer a going concern), and CoCo bonds. If there
is no resolution regime in place for the bank, the so-called ‘‘Living
Will’’ that describes the mechanism for an orderly wind-down of a
bank that is now a gone concern, then a further 3.0% buffer is required.

The date for UK banks to demonstrate implementation of
the ICB’s requirements will be in 2019. Of course, irrespective of the
changes in the UK banking market as a result of the ICB report, the
principles of banking described in this book will remain unchanged.
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FIGURE 16.11 UK ICB regulatory capital regime.
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but one would be surprised how many financial institutions do not actually
do this beyond bland platitudes, and simply bumble along from one year to
the next.

V i s i o n S t a t emen t
The concept of a vision statement is beloved of management consultants and
therefore care must be taken to avoid writing one that is simply verbiage and
platitudes, and thereby a worthless, pointless document. To be of value, it
should capture succinctly and accurately what the bank aspires to be. In a
top-down strategy origination process, it would drive the quantitative and
qualitative elements of the bank strategy; hence, if the statement is well
formulated it becomes a worthwhile input to the strategy. It can set the
risk-reward culture at the bank. If the bank wishes to deviate from this culture,
it would then look to revise the statement (and its strategy). In other words, a
vision statement serves as a statement of intent, so that all the bank’s
stakeholders knowwhat its business model and objectives are.

For example, a framework vision statement might encompass one or
more of the following:

& to be a stable commercial bank serving the requirements of customers in
the EMEA region;

& to achieve a consistent RoE of 12%–14% and RoA of 4%–5% through-
out the business cycle;

& to maintain an AA�/Aa2 credit rating;
& to generate revenue from customer business, within core business lines;
& to focus on customer requirements, emphasising a robust risk

management culture;
& to limit cost base, including employee remuneration, to [ ]% of revenue

base.

Note how the above almost explicitly restricts proprietary trading
business. A bank whose primary focus lay outside some or all of the above
would craft a different vision statement. Equally, if the bank that drafted
the above statement wished to move into new businesses or products that
were not covered by its current vision, it would modify it, thereby giving
intent of its new focus.

With the vision set, the bank should drill down from it and articulate its
strategic plan. This is still a general statement; it is the next layer down that
will describe detailed target metrics. For example, the hypothetical bank
that drafted our vision statement above might describe its strategic plan in
the following terms:
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BANK STRATEGIC PLAN

& Business focus
– home market, euro-zone and Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC)
region;

– customer base for corporate and institutional banking: corporate and
financial institutions;

– customer base for retail banking: high net worth individuals (HNWIs)
in home market and GCC region;

– limit balance sheet to EUR [ ] billion;
– limit wholesale funding share to 20%.

& Management focus
– limit cost base to [ ]% of revenue base;
– explicit metric for balance sheet usage;
– return target set at 12%–14% on a sustained basis;
– robust risk management organisation, policy and reporting line;
– incentivise long-term customer-focused business.

The above can be built on and developed into greater detail. The next
input to the strategy is the next level down, the target metrics.

S tra t egy Se t t i n g :
Per f ormance Parame ters
The second tier of strategy development is the formulation of a bank-wide
business plan and target return metrics. This should set key performance
indicators (KPIs) in actual quantitative terms. The base KPIs are:

& capital: return on capital; return on equity; RAROC; assets-to-capital
ratio;

& liquidity: loan-to-deposit ratio; liquidity ratio; wholesale funding ratio;
& cost base: front-office/back-office ratio; cost–income ratio;
& risk appetite: provisions/lending; NPLs/lending; VaR;
& growth: asset growth; liability growth.

We emphasise that the targets are not necessarily minimum levels, and
in some cases they can be maximum levels. A sustained performance of
12% RoE over a 10–15-year period is infinitely preferable, from an
aggregate market viewpoint (or from society’s viewpoint), to several years
of 22% RoE followed by losses for a year or two. Equally, a market share
target of 10% does not mean that a level of 20% is desirable: an emphasis
on market share as a KPI was one of the forces that drove Northern Rock
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and Bradford & Bingley to their demise. In any case, market share is not a
value-added KPI for banks. It should have no place in bank strategy.

The next level down is quantitative target setting. We imagine a medium-
sized commercial bank with three business lines: Treasury, corporate banking
and domestic retail banking. Table 16.1 shows the elements of quantitative
returns targets that would be set into the strategy, at the bank-wide level and
at the individual business unit level. These are not set in stone; they should be
set as part of 1-year and 3-year plans, but reviewed on an annual basis. Note
how some of them are control targets (such as the Treasury department’s
liquidity ratio) and cost targets. Not all the elements of the strategy are revenue
or returns orientated. The control and cost elements are an important part of
the strategy.

The extent of the bank’s achievement against the 3-year strategic target
should be reported on a regular quarterly basis, as shown at Table 16.2.
Given the dynamic situation of the markets and the need to respond to
events, there is less worth in setting a longer term (say 5-year) strategic
target in anything but the broadest terms; that is, at the level of the vision
statement. However, some banks still do this. One would be right to

TABLE 16.1 Bank strategy setting: quantitative targets.

Bank level

Core Tier 1 capital
Return on equity
Return on assets
Wholesale funding share
Leverage ratio
Cost–income ratio

Treasury Corporate banking Retail banking

Return on capital Return on capital Return on capital
Return on equity Return on equity Return on equity
Liquidity ratio, 1-week and
1-month

Loan-to-deposit ratio Weighted average
cost of deposits

Front office/Back office cost
ratio

Front office/Back office
cost ratio

Front office/Back office
cost ratio

Cost–income ratio Cost–income ratio Cost–income ratio
VaR limit Provisions/Lending ratio Loan growth
Securities growth
year-on-year (y-o-y)

Loan growth Deposit growth

Sharpe ratio Deposit growth
Unfunded asset growth
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question the actual practical value of such targets on a day-to-basis,
although they do serve a purpose in communicating to stakeholders a
coherent view of the Board’s strategic vision and direction.

FORMULAT ING SUSTA INABL E BANK ING

The requirements of Basel III standards and those of national regulators will
play a major role in bank strategy. The Board should seek to have its own
view on sustainable banking nevertheless, and consider the regulatory
standards to be a minimum requirement. The specific areas of capital and
liquidity, as well as sound asset origination policy, must be set by the Board
in line with its own beliefs and understanding. To summarise, the basic
strategy is identical for all banks and meets regulatory requirements. At the
individual level, strategy should reflect core competence and strengths.

Se t t i n g Through - t h e - cyc l e S t ra t egy
Inherent to the strategic thinking of the bank is the belief that the strategy
should be sustainable. That is, it should focus on preserving returns and
capital strength through the business cycle. This belief needs to be a genuine
part of the Board’s thinking. In other words, the bank needs to stick to its
core strengths and ignore KPIs such as balance sheet growth or market
share during a bull market phase in the economic cycle. Allied to this is
governments’ and regulators’ conversion to the idea of ‘‘macroprudential’’
strategy; although the practical impact of this sort of thinking is not new, it
has just been forgotten in recent years.

Viewed from this perspective, bank strategy falls into two categories:

& Macroprudential: banks should strengthen their balance sheets and
liquidity ratios during the expansionary period of the economic cycle,
while profits are growing and conditions are benign. This can be
done by:

TABLE 16.2 Performance against strategy: example quarterly report.

Quarter-end actual 3-year target

Core Tier 1 capital 7% 10%
Return on equity 9.80% 11%
Wholesale funding share 33% 20%
Leverage ratio 23:1 15:1
Cost–income ratio 66% 50%
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– limiting the asset-side growth of their balance sheet;
– retaining a greater proportion of profits as reserves during the bull
market phase;

– setting a leverage ratio limit.
& Microprudential: at all times increasing the level, and quality, of capital

and liquid asset buffers; and increasing the average tenor of liabilities.

Both elements of strategy work towards preserving a bank as a going
concern irrespective of the state of the economy. Higher capital ratios and
absolute levels per se should act as a more effective buffer to cushion the
impact of an economic downturn, when business volumes decrease and
loan losses increase; at the same time, a more conservative liquidity regime,
with limits on use of wholesale funding and larger gaps, means that a bank
will be less able to grow rapidly during a boom period in the cycle.

The importance of emphasising a macroprudential approach to
maintaining the pre-specified strategy reflects the fact that the practice of
corporate governance, in all industries, often adopts a ‘‘herd mentality’’. It
may be difficult to resist a prevailing trend even if that runs counter to one’s
better instincts. We illustrate this using Figure 16.12, sourced with data
from the European Central Bank. This shows the increase in the funding
gap, measured as customer loans less customer deposits, on an aggregate
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FIGURE 16.12 UK banks customer funding gap, 1997–2009.
Source: European Central Bank.
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basis for four large UK banks during the period 1997–2009. The worsening
LTD ratio during this time, which was mirrored at the individual bank
level, is a perfect example of how banks can end up adopting the same
approach when the latest fad becomes viewed as business best-practice.
Bank management needs to be mindful of this danger during a bull market.7

In assessing what factors should form part of strategy formulation,
it is also worth noting those factors that should be expressly left out of
the process. The bank crisis of 2007–2008, as well as banking failures
throughout history such as the US bank crash of 1980–1982 and the
zombie-like experience of Japanese banks in the 1990s, all resulted from
banks adopting a management approach that allowed them to become
over-extended through:

& ever-greater risk taking and leverage levels;
& over-reliance on wholesale funding;
& increasing exposure to higher risk product classes, such as 100LTV

mortgages, adjustable-rate mortgages, buy-to-let mortgages or derivatives
trading;

& poor management decisions on acquisitions and new business lines;
& an emphasis on market share and high RoE as KPI targets.

Understanding that these areas should not form any element of bank
strategy is part of understanding how strategy itself feeds into sustainable
banking.

Base l I I I Impac t On S t ra t egy Se t t i n g
The Basel III requirements can be viewed as the base element of a bank’s
strategy. Given that they are minimum requirements, strategy should be set
to ensure that they are adhered to at all times. By definition this means
preserving the bank as a going concern at all times.

The first element is the capital ratios. We repeat these here for readers’
convenience, at Table 16.3.

As well as increasing the level of regulatory capital, implementing Basel
III results in a higher quality of capital. There is a stricter definition of
‘‘common equity’’, and a more conservative definition of Tier 1 and Tier 2
capital.

The countercyclical capital buffer is a nod to the post-crash thinking on
the need for macroprudential strategy and regulation. It is designed to

7 The four banks whose customer funding gaps are aggregated in this sample are
Barclays Bank, HBOS, Lloyds TSB and Royal Bank of Scotland. The figure for
2009 and 2010 includes the combined Lloyds Banking Group entity.
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protect the banking sector as a whole during periods of growth, or more
realistically excessive growth, which would otherwise result in higher
aggregate systemic risk. The exact size of the buffer is set by the national
regulator, within the Basel guidelines. It is the responsibility of the regulator
to ensure transparent communication and reporting by each bank; however,
business best-practice is for a bank to set the procedures required to meet
this buffer requirement itself, without waiting for regulatory pressure.
Because it is not necessarily apparent when one is approaching, or already
in, a period of ‘‘excess’’ economic growth, the bank should place a number
of indicators under observation, and monitor these for early warning signs.
It can then take appropriate action in a number of areas, including capital
buffering, but also loan origination standards (which tend to deteriorate in
a bull market and/or period of excess liquidity). These indicators might
include the:

& level of private sector credit to GDP ratio;
& credit to GDP gap (that is, the gap between the ratio and its trend).

We discuss the issue of countercyclical capital and ‘‘through the cycle’’
regulation again in the next chapter. From the point of view of individual
bank strategy, it is important that a bank monitors macro-level ‘‘early
warning’’ indicators on a regular basis, to be aware of the state of the
economy and thereby take measures to guard against the impact of
overheating. These indicators should form part of the regular MI monitored
at the ALCO and other relevant high-level management committees such as
the Balance Sheet Management Committee and ExCo.

The choice of which indicators to monitor is open to debate. For
example, in a discussion paper the BBA recommended the following:

& the overall level of lending in the economy, both as an absolute level
and as a percentage of GDP;

TABLE 16.3 Basel III capital levels, %.

Common equity Tier 1 Total capital

Minimum 4.5 6 8
Conservation buffer 2.5
Minimum þ conservation buffer 7 8.5 10.5
Countercyclical buffer range 2.5

Source: BCBS.
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& the rate of increase in retail lending; for example, credit card and
residential mortgage approvals, as well as the rate of increase in lower
credit-quality lending;

& the rates of return on equity on bank capital, and whether this is
running at above long-run averages;

& aggregate economic indicators such as the rate of growth of GDP and
asset prices, compared to medium-term average rates.

However, there is an argument that these are as much lagging as leading
indicators, and their forecasting ability may be limited. Other possible
indicators to monitor for macroprudential reasons include:

& the Baltic Dry Index, which is an index of bulk carrier shipping prices.
Again, the forecasting ability of this index may be limited. For example,
it reached an all-time high in May 2008, which was right at the start
of the UK and (some parts of the) EU recessions. As with the other
indicators, it may be viewed more as a hindsight high-water or low-
water mark of the business cycle;

& world trade volumes, rate of growth month-on-month: a fall is viewed
as a good leading indicator.

Example 16.3 describes the use of the Leading Economic Indicator
(LEI) statistic, developed by Stock and Watson (1989). The author
recommends using this methodology as the principle forward-looking
forecasting metric, and it should be reported monthly in the ALCO and
ExCo packs. Where a bank organises a BSMCO as part of its governance
structure, the statistic should be reported to it as well. The Example box
illustrates the LEI time series for the UK economy, from a calculation
spreadsheet developed by the author and Zhuoshi Liu.

EXAMPLE 16 .3 EARLY WARN ING
IND I CATOR METR I CS

Banks monitor credit card spending and other customer data to
provide market intelligence on the state of the economy, as a proxy
indicator of distress or recovery.

The main drawback of such observable market factors, however,
is that they are generally lagging indicators, and would prove
inadequate as forecasting tools; for example, see Figure 16.13 and
Figure 16.14 for UK credit card spending data against UK GDP

(continued )
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output. Not only is consumer spending not sufficiently correlated with
the state of the economy, it can also act as a contra-indicator.

A more effective measure for planning purposes is a composite
index constructed from a set of transparent underlying macroeconomic
variables. The following observations apply to the UK economy only,
but the methodology can be extended without loss of effectiveness to
any defined economic space for which statistical parameter input data
are readily available, such as the eurozone.

Objectives of an Economic Indicator

For use as a strategic decision-making and/or forecasting tool, a
statistical metric should be observed to be a leading rather than
lagging indicator. In other words, we require it to highlight an
impending slowdown in the market before that slowdown occurs
‘‘officially’’; or at least as the slowdown is taking place. This is not
possible with baseline data such as GDP output increase/decrease
statistics, which are by definition lagging indicators. Given that the
technical definition of a recession is two successive quarters of
negative GDP growth, we require a leading indicator to imply a
contracting economy before the economy actually starts to contract as
defined by this measure. An indicator that tracks the economy is by
definition dependant on its statistical inputs, which are snapshots in
time and therefore already historic on publication. However, a
composite measure has an advantage over one-dimensional indicators
in at least attempting to cover a broader swathe of the economy.

Observation and Assessment of Conventional Indicators

In practical terms, for ALCO purposes we assume that any statistic
will be monitored on a monthly basis. The most straightforward way
to present this is as a graphical time series. Visual inspection of time
series charts is a valid form of analysis (see Hatanaka 1996). To be of
use as an early-warning indicator, we would require the metric to flag
the onset of recession as early as possible.

Recommended Forecasting Indicator

A tractable and simple construction is the coincident and leading
economic indices recommended by Stock and Watson (1989). We
constructed these indices and observed that it was a leading

(continued )
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forecasting indicator for the UK economy for both the 1990–91 and
2008–09 recessions. Its construction method and form of output
makes it an accessible metric for gauging the future direction of the
economy, particularly when the index value moves from positive to
negative (or vice-versa). That said, it also reflects the lagged nature of
its input parameters and this manifests itself in a delayed reaction
when emerging from recession, as observed at a number of points in
the time-series illustration.

Nevertheless it is worthwhile to monitor this statistic monthly at
ALCO for all the regions in which the bank has business interests, and
for which economic statistics are available.

Methodology

A description of the LEI is given in Appendix 16.1. The LEI is
designed to provide an advance warning of movements in the business
cycle, and not just changes in GDP growth. In truth, it is incorrect
to define a recession purely in GDP output terms (see Burns and
Mitchell, 1946), although because this view is common we take that
as the main yardstick. That said, the LEI input parameters reflect
different forms of economic activity.

The inputs to the LEI are user-defined. We specified the model
with the following:

1. UK Building Societies – New Commitments (semi-adjusted)
2. UK CBI Monthly Enquiry: Order Book Volume – Balance

(non-adjusted)
3. UK CBI Monthly Enquiry: Volume of Expected Output – Balance

(non-adjusted)
4. UK FT All Share Index (EP) (non-adjusted)
5. UK Gilt 10 year-3 month yield spread
6. UK Productivity – Whole Economy (semi-adjusted)
7. UK Total Gross Operating Surplus of Corporations

(current prices) (semi-adjusted)
8. UKMoney Supply – Broad Money (M2) (current prices)
9. UK Coincident Economic Indicator (CEI)

The CEI is constructed from the following inputs:

1. UK Index of Production
2. UK Unemployment Rate (semi-adjusted)
3. UK Household Disposable Income (real terms)
4. UK Retail Sales (including Automotive þ Fuel)
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Stock and Watson describe two approaches to constructing the
index; namely, principal component analysis (PCA) and a factor
model. The model is summarised in Appendix 16.1.

LEI1 and LEI2 use PCA analysis, in which the CEI is a principal
component of the four macro variables. For LEI1 we use the lagged
coincident variable, plus the 8 macro variables; for LEI2 we use only
the 8 macro variables, together with the CEI input as independent
variable. LEI3 and LEI4 are factor models, given by equations
(A16.1.1–A16.1.3) in Appendix 16.1. All four indicators are described
by Equation (A16.1.4).8

Empirical observations

The LEI for the period July 1983 to April 2011 for the UK economy is
shown in Figure 16.15A and Figure 16.15B (illustrated using monthly
and quarterly time steps).

The arrows in Figure 16.14A indicate the start of the 1990–1991
and 2008–2009 recessions in the UK. Note that all versions of the LEI
are advance indicators of the change in the business cycle, as well as
lagging indicators of the recovery (as given by GDP statistics). Be aware
that a return to positive GDP growth is not indicative of recovery in all
economic sectors, nor of a definitive turnaround in the business cycle.

(continued )
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FIGURE 16.15A UK LEI 1983–2011, monthly time steps.

8 Note that the lambda term in Equation (4) is estimated for LEI1, and is zero for
LEI2, LEI3 and LEI4.
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Banks should monitor the statistics they understand and use them for
policy formulation, particularly if the indications are that the economy is
overheating and may be about to enter recession. If the view of senior
management was that this was going to occur, then it would be prudent to
tighten loan origination standards, increase capital buffers and secure more
term funding, among other protective measures.

Liquidity management is driven by Basel III minimum levels for the
LCR and the NSFR. The LCR is designed to make banks better able
to withstand a liquidity shock, by ensuring that they possess sufficient high-
quality liquid assets that can offset cash outflows in a stressed environment
(the time of this stressed period is viewed as being 30 days. The UK FSA has
a metric that extends this period to 90 days). The NSFR promotes funding
resilience at a bank over the longer term by ensuring that stable sources of
liabilities are in place to support long-dated illiquid assets.

Therefore the LEI may also be suggesting a slower return to true
recovery than what was implied by GDP output data.

Conclusions

On the basis of the empirical evidence, the LEI appear to be effective
early warning indicators of the direction of the economy, particularly
when the index value moves from positive to negative or vice-versa.
The author recommends that a bank ALCO monitors the LEI on both
monthly and quarterly basis for the economy or economies that the
bank operates in. Based on the results for the UK, the LEI2 and LEI3
produce a smoother time series compared to LEI1 and LEI4.
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The LCR and NSFR requirements are minimum standards. Individual
bank boards should look to run a more conservative regime than that
required under the Basel III rules. For example, the LCR can be applied to a
90-day rather than 30-day stressed cash outflow period, while the NSFR
can be set at 110% or 120%, rather than the 100% Basel requirement.

Basel III also sets a leverage ratio limit. This is a straightforward
non-risk-based measure, based on the accounting balance sheet. Again, a
bank can set its own, more conservative limit.

L I QU I D I TY AS ASSET CLASS

As this book states on a number of occasions, an emphasis on capital levels
is a necessary but not sufficient condition to maintain sustainable banking.
Liquidity levels are as important as capital; hence, liquidity preservation is

EXAMPLE 16 .4 CALCULAT I ON O F
COUNTERCYCL I CA L CAP I TA L BUF F ER

The countercyclical capital buffer (CCB) is a function of the credit
exposure of a bank in each different national regulatory jurisdiction,
weighted by this exposure. It is given by

CCB ¼
XN
i¼1

Wi � CCBi

whereW is the weighting, or proportion of total capital exposure, and
CCB is the countercyclical capital buffer for each jurisdiction i.
Assume that a bank has credit exposure in the following markets,

Domestic market 50%
France 20%
US 20%
GCC 10%,

and that the national regulators in these regions set the CCB level as
2%, 2.5%, 1.5% and 2%. The CCB required by the bank would be

CCB ¼ ½50%� 2%þ 20%� 2:5%þ 20%� 1:5%þ 10%� 2%�
¼ 2:000%:
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an essential element of bank strategy. From the vision statement
downwards, liquidity should be viewed as the cost of doing business, and
therefore never compromised in the desire for higher returns or easier access
to new business areas. It can also be viewed as an asset class in its own right.
Banks that preserve liquidity are (i) viewed as better quality counterparties,
so leading to a reduction in their funding costs (ii) able to generate revenue
from this liquidity strength position.

Thus, at the strategy level liquidity must be viewed independently of
credit risk and interest rate risk. There is no one precise measure for liquidity,
consequently no set measure of its value. Notwithstanding this, it is worth-
while using a number of proxy measures to measure the level of liquidity in
the market, and thereby attempting to obtain a measure of its value.9 For
example, in the repo market the lenders of cash will require collateral from
the borrower to reduce their counterparty credit exposure. The higher the
quality of collateral, typically the lower the margin (haircut) required.
The ratio of the repo cost over the asset spread is one proxy measure of the
price of liquidity.

To measure this in practical terms, we can value liquidity by calculating
the ratio of the repo margin on ABS bonds over the yield spreads on the ABS
securities themselves. This is not easily observable in the market, but a bank
can use Bloomberg and/or Reuters as well other data sources to check the
yield spread on AAA RMBS securities, and also ask its investment bank
what repo margin would be to fund such assets. If this ratio is increasing,
then the value of liquidity is increasing. As a yardstick, this ratio was
approximately 1:5 or 20% during 2005–2007 (a 5% haircut on AAA
RMBS, which themselves returned on average 20–25 bps over Libor), but
had increased to 1:10 or 10% by Q1 2009.10

Another proxy measure of the value of liquidity involves looking at
structured finance securities. Collateralised bonds such as mortgage-backed
securities or covered bonds are bonds secured against specific pools of
assets. For the euro-zone a general measure of their return is given by the
iBoxx Euro Collateralised Bonds benchmark yield. Prior to the 2008 crash
the spread was stable at around 20 bps during 2003–2007. Subsequently,
this spread increased dramatically, hitting over 200 bps in Q1 2009.11 Of
course, this spread measure was simply undervalued before the crash;
however, it is worthwhile to keep it under observation, as an indicator of
the value of liquidity.

9 See Choudhry (2007b) for a discussion of the different proxy measures.
10 Source: Author’s notes, from KBC Financial Products and Europe Arab Bank

plc.
11 Source: Bloomberg L.P.
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The author recommends the CDS and ASW basis as an alternative
proxy measure of the cost of liquidity. The academic community is not
entirely convinced of this measure, but the case for it is strong. A CDS
contract is in theory the price of pure credit risk, with no element of cash
funding liquidity. An asset swap is a cash product, requiring the investor to
invest actual cash, and thus incorporates a funding element as well as a
credit risk exposure element. The difference between these two levels must
therefore, by definition, include a factor for the value of cash liquidity. Bank
ALM and Treasury managers should always monitor the CDS basis for
their most relevant markets, to gauge an idea of the cost of liquidity.12 An
increasing basis indicates (but is not limited to indicating) a higher premium
for liquidity.

The importance of liquidity management in the high-level strategy
process reflects the view that liquidity is best viewed as an asset class in its
own right. We take this further with a look at funding products and at the
right policy to apply in derivatives funding.

Fund i n g Too l s
The bank Treasury desk can make use of a number of financial instruments
to meet liquidity objectives, as opposed to revenue objectives. The use of
these instruments should be described in the lower level strategy document,
to ensure that management understands the motivation behind their use.
That is not to say that such products cannot be used as part of normal
customer revenue-generating business; rather, the bank should describe the
full range of liquidity instruments that can be used to enhance its liquidity
position.

In addition to vanilla funding instruments such as deposits, CDs, MTNs
and so on, the following can also be considered:

& tri-party repo;
& TRSs;
& existing assets ‘‘collateral upgrade’’;
& liquidity option transactions.

The option facility is described in Example 16.5.

12 A detailed discussion of the CDS-ASW basis is given in the author’s book The
Credit Default Swap Basis (Bloomberg Press 2006).
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EXAMPLE 16 .5 L I QU I D I TY OPT I ON FAC I L I TY

The common liquidity-raising transactions, repo and TRS, are
described in the existing literature, including the author’s book Bank
Asset and Liability Management. Other means by which banks can
generate liquidity for strategic purposes, for example to assist with
meeting long-term funding plans or regulatory requirements, are via
collateral upgrade and liquidity option trades. These can be medium-
or long-dated (say, up to 5-year) facilities.

In a liquidity option facility the bank pays a premium that grants
it the option to swap portfolios with a counterparty any time during
the term of the facility. This gives access to high-quality collateral.

The transaction is illustrated at Figure 16.16. The counterparty
places a portfolio of liquid assets, such as AAA sovereign bonds, into
an account managed by a third-party custodian. It continues to retain
economic interest in the assets. The bank enters into an option facility
for either a fixed period, say three years, or in the form of a rolling
‘‘evergreen’’ facility. This might be in the form of a 366-day facility
that continually increases its term by one day every day. Should the
bank exercise the option, it pays an upgrade fee and receives the high-
quality bonds from the custodian, in return for putting up a portfolio
of its assets as collateral.

For liquidity metrics purposes, this facility counts as term funds
equal to the term of the upgrade. For example, the trade may specify

Option exercise

Upgrade fee

Portfolio of AAA assets

Bank's asset portfolio (overcollateralised)

Bank Fund manager

Third-party
custodian 

FIGURE 16.16 Liquidity option facility.
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Fund i n g Po l i c y
The emphasis on liquidity management being as important as capital
management in the formulation of strategy means that all aspects of funding
policy must be reviewed, and reset to optimum, at the highest level. We
discussed liquidity policy in Part III of the book, and there is no need to
consider it again here. However, we do note that asset funding requirements
have a significant impact on the liquidity position of most banks, and
should be considered at the strategy level. Practitioners should be in no
doubt as the importance of funding policy in bank strategy, and it is equally
important to allow for the impact of securities and derivatives trading, and
the collateral requirements thereof, in this funding policy.

CONCLUS ION

A neutral observer of the world’s economic system would conclude fairly
quickly that the financial markets, and banks, are an indispensable part of
the economy and societal well-being. It is vital therefore that any regulatory
system should incorporate the means of enforcing stability in the banking
market. It should also allow for financial market innovation, because it has
been largely through innovation that many of the benefits of finance have
been made available to the wider population. But the key priority is effective
regulation, so that even if individual banks are forced into liquidation,
market stability is maintained. In other words, regulation must seek to
preserve stability but also recognise that the main business of banks involves

that the bank can receive the liquid securities for a period of 95 or
180 days on exercise; this will count as permanent 3-month funding
for the bank during the life of the option, thus reducing its LAB
requirement by the same amount. For banks that have to fund their
LAB with greater than 1-year money, the exercise option will have to
specify a 366-day upgrade tenor.

The bank will pay an option premium for the life of the trade, as
well as an upgrade fee should it exercise the option. Again, the bank
has access to a pool of high-quality securities, while the counterparty
enhances the return it receives on its existing holding of sovereign
securities.
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taking risk: the act of maturity transformation, the cornerstone of banking,
creates risk exposure.

Bank senior management and the Board should accept that the institu-
tions they run are a pivotal part of society, and in the post-crisis era they
will be closely regulated. Contributing to the stability of the market is as
important an objective for a Board as is achieving shareholder RoE targets.
To this end, an understanding and appreciation of market stability is vital.
In the first instance, increasing bank capital levels is a necessary but not
sufficient means to ensure a stable banking system: liquidity management
is as important. In this regard, the UK FSA’s requirement that all
UK-regulated banks must maintain an LAB is a correct one. Forcing every
bank to invest a proportion of their assets in cash, central bank deposits
and liquid AAA-rated sovereign securities is the best insurance protection
against future liquidity crises.

The exact proportion of the balance sheet that should be placed in the
LAB is a function of the liquidity gap that the bank runs, and the diversity
and security of its funding arrangements. But a form of LAB is business
best-practice and all banks should seek to have one in place. In itself this
is not a new suggestion; a truly liquid portfolio was commonplace in
banks around the world 15 or 20 years ago. However, banks started to
unilaterally relax their own requirements and remove liquidity portfolios,
or move them into assets that were not truly liquid (such as bank FRNs),
to the point where such portfolios had become rare even in supposedly
conservative institutions such as the UK building societies. It is evident that
the prevailing orthodoxy has now reverted to its original one.

Bank boards should seek to simplify their capital structures, in the
interests of transparency and investor comfort. The simplest structure
may well be the most efficient, with a liability base comprised of:
pure equity, retained profits, senior unsubordinated bonds and deposits.
Deposits are part of the country’s deposit guarantee scheme, so such a
structure leaves no ambiguity about what stakeholders are at risk should
the bank fail.

The nature of bank liquidity management has been transformed, although
many of the ‘‘new’’ requirements in regimes such as those implemented by the
FSA are more of a return to basics than actual new practices. The bank
business model for the next 10 or 20 years will incorporate these practices,
with boards recommended to pay close attention to their bank’s liability
structure. The basic tenets of the new liability model are (i) less reliance
on wholesale funding, (ii) less reliance on short-term funding, (iii) a more
diversified funding base, and (iv) genuine self-sufficiency in funding. Under
this new model, banks will be considerably less likely to suffer failure at the
time of the next market crash or systemic stress event.
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Sustainable bank strategy should be designed to be just that: pertinent
throughout the business cycle. An obsession with maximising return on
capital or market share, and their even less logically tenable cousin, the
bank’s position on the ‘‘league table’’ of transaction volume, cannot be part
of such a through-the-cycle strategy.

APPEND I X 16 .1 : TH E L EAD ING
ECONOM IC IND I C ES

We describe here the factor model proposed by Stock and Watson (1989),
referred to as the LEI (the actual model used to calculate results shown in
Example 16.1 has been adapted for use with specific parameter inputs by
Zhuoshi Liu and Moorad Choudhry).

Coincident and leading economic indicators are designed to track, and
in the latter case forewarn, of swings in the broad-based economy given by
the business cycle. The CEI changes at approximately the same time as the
whole economy, thereby providing information about the current state of
the economy. The LEI is a short-term predictor of the future state of the
economy.

The basic model states that the business cycle is measured by observing
movements across a number of different time series, which are captured by
a single variable Ct that describes the state of the economy. This variable is
unobserved, and we assume that changes in it drive all movements in the
economic input indicators. In other words, the dynamics of each coincident
time series is described as being driven partly by changes in this unobserved
variable, and partly by a specific ‘‘idiosyncratic’’ factor. The idiosyncratic
factor is assumed to be uncorrelated with the other idiosyncratic factors as
well as with the common unobserved factor.

The coincident indicator model that we specify is thus a dynamic factor
model, which has strong precedent in the academic literature. We specify an
n� 1 vector Xt of the logarithms of the macroeconomic variables that (we
assume) are driven by the “state of the economy” factor measure. The single
index model Xt is comprised of the unobserved common factor Ct and the
n-dimensional idiosyncratic factor ut. Both components are assumed to
follow a linear stochastic path. Stock and Watson specify the model in
terms of DXt and DCt, as follows:

DXt ¼ bþ g Lð ÞDCt þ ut ðA16:1:1Þ
D Lð Þut ¼ et ðA16:1:2Þ

f Lð ÞDCt ¼ dþ ht ðA16:1:3Þ
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where L denotes the lag operator, and f(L), g(L) andD(L) are scalar, vector
and matrix lag polynomials.

The model implies that the unobserved common factor Ct is the
sole causal factor driving all the dependent variables Xt. The practical
impact of this is minimal if one assumes that the relative movements of
the components of DXt to any combination of external factors is identical
to DCt.

The LEI model seeks to estimate the dynamics of the unobserved factor
over the next six months. This is done using A16.1.1 to A16.1.3 and
adjusting by Ctþ6 – Ct. We construct the LEI by modelling the variables
(Yt) and the unobserved factor Ct as a vector auto regressive system in the
form of the following simultaneous equations:

DCt ¼ mc þ lCC Lð ÞDCt�1 þ lCY Lð ÞYt�1 þ nCt
ðA16:1:4Þ

Yt ¼ mg þ lgC Lð ÞDCt�1 þ lgg Lð ÞYt�1 þ nYt
ðA16:1:5Þ

where vct, vyt are serially uncorrelated error terms.
To calculate LEI we regress DCtþ6 against the other observed economic

indicators as well as the current CEI for each of the macroeconomic
indicators Xt. Thus the LEI is given as

Lt ¼ Kþ biXi;t þ gDCt ðA16:1:6Þ
where K is a constant.
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